Comparing WCET and Resource Demands of Trigonometric
Functions Implemented as Iterative Calculations vs. Table-Lookup
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Abstract
Trigonometric functions are often needed in embedded real-time software. To fulfill concrete resource demands, different implementation strategies of trigonometric functions are possible.
In this paper we analyze the resource demands of
iterative calculations compared to other implementation strategies, using the trigonometric functions as
a case study. By analyzing the worst-case execution
time (WCET) of the different calculation techniques
of trigonometric functions we got the surprising result that the WCET of iterative calculations is quite
competitive to alternative calculation techniques, while
their economics on memory demand is far superior.
Finally, a discussion of the general applicability of the
obtained results is given as a design guide for embedded
software.
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Introduction

For real-time systems in safety-critical environments
it is indispensable to design the temporal behavior of
the system based on knowledge of the worst-case execution time (WCET) of the real-time tasks. A general
discussion on research directions in the area of WCET
analysis can be found in [9].
Besides analyzing the timing behavior of programs
we also look at software design techniques that
proactively simplify the analysis of the WCET. We
have described a general paradigm, which we call
WCET-oriented programming [10]. The basic idea of
WCET-oriented programming can be summarized as
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the search for algorithms whose execution-time variability is small, for example, by avoiding input-data
dependent control flow decisions whenever possible.
In this paper we study the characteristics of
iteration-based computation techniques, we address
interesting questions like whether these algorithms are
suitable for real-time computing. For example, it is
a common belief that iteration-based computation is
critical, because a) long execution times due to high
number of needed iterations and b) the problem of
finding a precise upper iteration bound.
In the here-presented case study, we look at the behavior of trigonometric functions. The contribution
of this paper is to connect the known properties of
trigonometric functions to implementation techniques
of real-time software and to provide an analysis of relevant characteristics like computation time and memory
demands. Besides the interesting results obtained from
our analysis, we also describe the application of WCET
analysis to embedded software with floating point emulation.

2

Related Work

The work in this paper focuses on the properties
of time-memory tradeoffs for real-time software. For
example, one might design algorithms with shorter execution time by using more memory.
Sorting examples are sorting by counting, where a
second array is used to sort elements with known relative positions based on their key in linear time, and
Radix Sort [6]. Alternatively, lookup tables (LUT) can
be used to reduce online calculations by deploying precalculated values. As an example for the use of lookup
tables, see [7]. Time-space tradeoffs on dictionary attacks to break passwords are presented in [8]. Three
further examples of applying time-memory tradeoffs
are described in [11].

3

Trigonometric Functions

focus on the Taylor series because we are interested in
implementations in software. Let us consider the power
series implementation of cosine (Equation 1): to reach
full double precision (as defined in [3]) a Taylor polynomial of degree 14 is needed. As only the coefficients
of even powers are significant to calculate the cosine
function, only seven coefficients are needed. We call
this class of cosine implementation techniques CTAYLOR.

For our study of different computation techniques
we focus on trigonometric functions because they are
heavily used in many scientific disciplines. Sine, cosine and tangent as well as their inverse functions play
important roles not only in surveying, navigation, or
scientific mathematics, but also in many other fields
like acoustics, astronomy, computer graphics, electrical engineering and electronics, mechanical engineering, optics, etc.
First of all, it is important to keep in mind that
the requirements on trigonometric functions are quite
different depending on the application domain. For
example, an application domain where performance is
typically more important than precision is 3D computer graphics. The cosine is a fundamental operation
in 3D rendering techniques like various shading methods, ray tracing, etc. [12]. Those rendering techniques
have to use the trigonometric functions excessively often. Therefore, effective approximation techniques are
very important to gain performance, while high precision is not a first-order requirement.
However, we are focusing more on the use of trigonometric functions in the domain of embedded real-time
systems. They are used in mechanical applications,
e.g., to determine distances in automation systems, or
for controlling the movement of a robotic arm. Other
important real-time applications are multimedia systems, where they are used to compute Fourier transforms (e.g., for audio processing) or discrete cosine
transforms (for graphics) are performed. Further interesting application fields are applications that use ultrasound, optical devices, or statistical computations.
For the application of trigonometric functions in embedded real-time control systems, typically both, the
numerical precision and the resource demands are relevant. For the following discussions of different calculation techniques we concentrate on the cosine function,
since the other trigonometric functions are closely related respectively can be derived from it. We also discuss the maximum error for each calculation technique,
which is needed for the comparison of iterative calculation and table-lookup in Section 4.
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The constant coefficients do not need to be calculated at runtime everytime the function is called. Instead, they can be stored as static constants.
The accuracy of the power series decreases as the
distance of the argument from the center grows. Therefore for trigonometric functions this distance is limited
to π/4. As the center of sine, cosine, and tangent approximation is chosen to be zero the actual evaluation
interval of these functions is [−π/4; π/4]. To evaluate
arguments outside this interval an argument reduction
needs to be performed [7].
To estimate the maximum error of a Taylor series
implementation we need to consider the error at π/4,
where the distance to the center of the power series is
maximal.
The maximum error of Taylor series with n iterations is given by the remainder term Rn+1 in Equation 2.
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3.2 Approximation using Lookup Tables
Lookup tables are commonly used to replace runtime calculations with simpler lookup operations. Retrieving an array value from memory is usually much
faster than making an expensive computation.
In the following we will take a look on three different
implementations of lookup tables:

3.1 Iterative Approximation (Taylor Series)

• Fast and simple lookup tables (FLUT)

In common implementations of trigonometric functions the Taylor series is used to approximate sine, cosine and tangent. There also exist other iterative algorithms like CORDIC [1], which are slower than Taylor
series but easier to implement in hardware as it does
not need multiplication operations. In this paper we

• Equidistantly interpolated lookup tables (EDILUT), and
• Lookup table with interpolation with smart placement of interpolation points (SMILUT)
2

3.2.1

Fast and Simple Table Lookup
¡
¢
Emax (n)=cos sin−1 (k) − k · sin−1 (k) − 1,
π
1 − cos 2(n−1)
k=−
π

The fast and simple lookup table (FLUT) is nothing
more than a data array that stores pre-calculated function values of the function in it. The places where these
values are taken are equidistant, so the array index fitting to a given argument can easily be computed. Each
value in the array covers an interval of arguments. The
biggest error occurs, where the function has its greatest
gradient (see Equation 3. For example, a cosine lookup
table in the interval [0; π/2] has its greatest gradient at
π/2.
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3.2.3

Table Lookup with Smart Interpolation

A smart interpolated lookup table (SMILUT) is a further improvement of EDILUT. In a SMILUT the interpolation points are not equidistantly distributed in
the input interval but in a smarter way. The function
for mapping the input interval into the range of array
indices should be rather simple. We map the input
interval to the indices using the squareroot function.
The result is an improvement of accuracy.

¶
(3)

The advantage of FLUT is that it is easy to implement and the estimation of the timing behavior is simple. The performance according to speed is very good
but accuracy requirements should not be too high. To
enhance accuracy or to reduce the table size if a particular level of accuracy is given other methods like
EDILUT and SMILUT can be used.
3.2.2

(4)

2(n−1)

With this placement we achieve that the maximum
error does not occur within the first interpolation interval but rather in the middle of the overall input interval.
As the squareroot function might be too expensive
to compute, we considered an alternative implementation for finding the correct interpolation interval,
namely using binary search.

Table Lookup with Equidistant Interpolation

An equidistant interpolated lookup table (EDILUT)
reaches significantly higher accuracy compared to a
FLUT of the same size. The price to pay is a little
more arithmetics and so longer execution time.
The entries of an EDILUT are the function values
of equidistantly distributed places of the input interval. In the case of a cosine EDILUT the input interval
is [0; π/2]. In a cosine calculation, first the two interpolation points next to the given argument are determined. Then a straight line through these two points
is calculated and the argument is set into this straight
interpolation line. With this method accuracy can be
increased significantly.
The maximum error of EDILUT occurs not on the
place with the greatest gradient, like it was the case for
FLUT, but on the place with the greatest curvature.
For our cosine function this is the case near the origin,
so we expect the greatest error to occur in the first
interpolation interval. The error of the interpolation in
the first interval can be calculated by subtracting the
linear interpolation between the first two interpolation
points from the function. By deriving this function and
setting to zero, the exact place of the maximum error
is retrieved. Applying this value to the error function
gives the maximum absolute error (Equation 4) for a
concrete lookup table size n of EDILUT.
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Figure 1. Maximum Absolute Error of FLUT, EDILUT, and SMILUT
To complete the discussion about LUT-based solutions, a comparison of the accuracy in dependence of
the size of the lookup array is given in Figure 1 1 .
1 Note that due to range limitations in the numerical calculation, the size values above 2000 are extrapolated values to show
the tendency of the graph.
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4

Comparison of Iterative vs.
based Techniques

LUT-

functions. Lets now look at the different calculation
techniques from a practical point of view. Especially
interesting for the use of trigonometric functions in embedded real-time systems are their resource demands.
Therefore, we analyzed their memory footprints in data
and code memory, and calculated an upper bound of
their worst-case execution time (WCET).

number of interpolation points required

A comparison of different iteration numbers of Taylor series implementations to the three lookup table
approaches is depicted in Figure 2. It is shown how
many entries a particular type of lookup table needs
to exceed the accuracy of different Taylor series implementations.
As the maximum error of FLUT and EDILUT can
be calculated analytically, these two variants can be
easily compared to the Taylor series. For the comparison of SMILUT a simple tool was developed to experimentally determine the required size of the SMILUT to
reach the accuracy of the different Taylor series implementations. This tool determines the maximum error
of a SMILUT for a given array size. If the error is
too big the array size is increased. The program terminates when the accuracy of the SMILUT exceeds a
given limit, e.g., the accuracy of a particular Taylor
implementation.
As shown in Figure 2 the accuracy of FLUT is much
worse than the accuracy of the other LUT implementations. SMILUT performs slightly better than EDILUT.
One can see that the size of lookup tables of any type
grows exponentially with the number of Taylor iterations. Thus, if high accuracy requirements need to be
met, the use of lookup tables may not be feasible or
sensible to approximate trigonometric functions - the
memory consumption of these algorithms is too high.
1e+010
1e+009
1e+008

5.1 Studied Algorithms
To analyze the properties of the different computation techniques discussed in Section 3 on a concrete
computer platform, we implemented several variants of
the cosine function. We implemented the cosine function for the double data type of ANSI C (which is typically the 64-bit IEEE floating point format [3]).
Two iterative cosine variants belonging to CTAYLOR were implemented, one which is a straight forward implementation of the Taylor-formula and one
with precalculation of the coefficients of the Taylorterms.
On the other side the three LUT-based variants of
Section 3.2 have been implemented: FLUT the straight
forward method, EDILUT which uses linear interpolation and SMILUT, an implementation using binary
search to find the correct interpolation point within the
LUT. Compared to EDILUT it is highly performance
oriented and uses more precomputed results, requiring
three LUTs.
Some characteristic parameters of the different cosine implementations are given in Table 1. The column
#BB denotes the number of basic blocks of the generated object code. The DataMem columns give the required number of bytes to store the intermediate data
and the LUT. It is given first in parametric form as a
function of the LUT size N , and second for the concrete case N = 1000. The column CodeMem denotes
the net code size, i.e., without counting the standard
library functions which are linked by the compiler. The
byte values are given for the Infineon C167 processor,
a 16bit architecture.

FLUT
EDILUT
SMILUT

1e+007
1e+006
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10000
1000
100
10

5.2 WCET Analysis
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In the following we describe how we derived the
WCET of the different cosine implementation techniques. Our WCET analysis tool calc wcet 167 2 uses
static timing analysis to calculate an upper bound of
a task’s WCET. The target architecture for the tool is
the processor C167 from Infineon, for which the GCC
compiler was ported by the company HighTec EDV

Figure 2. Necessary LUT Size to Match the Accuracy of Taylor Series

5

Experimental Evaluation

In Section 3 we described the theoretical properties of different calculation techniques of trigonometric

2 http://www.wcet.at/tools.html
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Function name

#BB

CTAYLOR
CTAYLOR tab
FLUT
EDILUT
SMILUT

22
19
13
15
23

DataMem
(parametric) (N=1000)
[bytes]
[bytes]
28
n.a.
90
n.a.
10+N·8
8 010
34+N·8
8 034
30+(N+1)·24
24 054

CodeMem
[bytes]
720
598
456
902
536

Table 1. Implemented Calculation Variants of the Cosine Function
Systeme GmbH 3 . The integration of optimizing compilation into the WCET analysis is described in [5].
The development and verification of the timing model
for the Infineon C167 is documented in [2]. Because
the Infineon C167 processor has a relatively simple architecture, the overestimation of the calculated WCET
bound of our tool is tight, maximal 5%, but typically
less than 2%, provided the control flow is precisely
modelled by flow constraints [2].
The cosine implementations were written in wcetC,
based on a subset of ANSI C but providing additional
features to annotate the source code with flow information to guide the WCET analysis tool [4].
The WCET analysis of the cosine implementations
itself did not require anything special to mention. However, the overall WCET analysis was not easy because
the Infineon C167 processor does not have a floating
point engine in hardware. For such architectures the
compiler links extra program code that emulates the
floating point computations in software (libsgnu.a
provided by HighTec). To perform the WCET analysis we disassembled the object code of the library and
annotated it at assembly code level with flow information.
The final WCET analysis results of the different cosine implementations are given in Table 2. Besides the
properties of the concrete implementations, these values are generally rather high because we assumed a
slow hardware configuration with slow external memory. The first of the WCET columns shows the WCET
in a parametric form. This is only relevant for the iterative implementations, where iter is the number of loop
iterations used to iteratively refine the result based on
the Taylor series of the cosine function. The other four
WCET columns show the WCET bound of the iterative algorithms for different iteration counts.

absolute error of FLUT, EDILUT, and SMILUT together with the precision relationsship between CTAYLOR and LUT-based methods (Figure 2) can be combined with the results from the concrete implementation to reason about the pros and cons of the different
computation paradigms.
To demonstrate how this can be done, lets assume
that for a concrete project one needs a cosine function
providing a maximal error of less than 2.5·10−8 . Evaluating Equation 2 at π/4 it follows that one would need
4 iterations (≡ 5 Taylor terms) with the CTAYLOR
methods. To replace the CTAYLOR method later by
an adequate LUT-based method one could deduce from
Figure 2 the required LUT size to match at least the
same precision. For example, to obtain the same quality with EDILUT or SMILUT, one has to choose an
LUT size of N > 3000!
From Table 1 we can see that in this case the additional memory demand for the LUT-based methods is
significant. The FLUT method, though it is relatively
fast, is completely out of choice as it would require an
LUT size of N > 105 . If performance really is the most
important issue, then according to Table 2 one has to
use the SMILUT implementation. But surprisingly, the
CTAYLOR methods are not that bad regarding the
WCET compared to SMILUT. As a rough indicator
using our example, one would need only 90 bytes data
memory when using CTAYLOR tab compared to the
more than 72kB when using SMILUT. The code size is
almost the same between these two implementations.
Another benefit of the CTAYLOR methods is their
anytime characteristic. In case a CTAYLOR method
gets interrupted, there is still some accuracy of the result available, for example, to move a robot arm at least
in the intended direction, hoping that the control will
be refined in the next round by a more accurate result.
Depending on the application, this can be an advantage of iteration-based CTAYLOR methods compared
to the LUT-based methods.

5.3 Discussion
The results of the general analysis of the maximum
absolute error for CTAYLOR and of the maximum
3 http://www.hightec-rt.com
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Function name
CTAYLOR
CTAYLOR tab
FLUT
EDILUT
SMILUT

(parametric)
23 140 + iter·79 500
23 380 + iter·49 200
136 840
276 640
120 540

WCET [cycles]
(iter=1) (iter=3)
102 640 261 640
72 580
170 980
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

(iter=4)
341 140
220 180
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

(iter=7)
579 640
367 780
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Table 2. Calculated WCET of the Cosine Functions (Target Processor: Infineon C167)
Generality of the Results
In our concrete case study of the cosine function it
has been shown that the WCET of the iterative calculation is quite competitive to table-lookup while the
economics on memory demand is far superior.
Iterative calculations generally provide the same advantages as long as they have a relatively compact calculation step within each iteration and the termination
speed of the iterative calculation is reasonable.
As a further example, the Newton method to solve
equations numerically tends to provide such a behavior, provided that the start value is already within the
local convergence interval of the solution. There are
many instantiations of the Newton method in practice,
e.g., the Heron method to calculate the square root of
a number.

6

Summary and Conclusion

Motivated by our general effort to study the suitability of different algorithms for real-time computing,
we looked at different calculation techniques of trigonometric functions, because of their use in a wide range
of technical applications.
One of the central conclusions is that whenever
memory is highly constrained, iteration-based methods
are very useful, because they tend to demand much less
memory while still providing reasonable accuracy of results. And quite important, the performance overhead
of iteration-based methods is not that high, even in
our case study where we calculated the WCET for the
C167, a processor that emulates floating point arithmetics in software. Further, the WCET analysis itself
was an interesting experience, as we had to analyze
routines of the floating-point emulation library by disassembling the object code.
In general, in embedded real-time systems, where
size of memory is typically restricted, iterative algorithms can be a memory-efficient calculation technique without significant performance costs compared
to LUT-based methods, as long as a reasonable termination speed of the iterative calculation is ensured.
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Abstract
The Implicit Path Enumeration Technique is often used
to compute the WCET of control-intensive programs. This
method does not consider execution paths as ordered sequences of basic blocks but instead as sets of basic blocks
with their respective execution counts. This way of describing an execution path is adequate to compute its execution
time, provided that safe individual WCETs for the blocks are
known. Implicit path enumeration has also been used to analyze hardware schemes like instructions caches or branch
predictors the behavior of which depends on the execution
history. However, implicit paths do not completely capture
the execution history since they do not express the order in
which the basic blocks are executed. Then the estimated
longest path might not be feasible and the estimated WCET
might be overly pessimistic. This problem has been raised
for cache analysis. In this paper, we show that it arises more
acutely for branch prediction and we propose a solution to
tighten the estimation of the misprediction counts.

1 Introduction
The difficulty of evaluating the Worst-Case Execution
Time of a real-time application comes from the – generally – huge number of possible paths that makes it intractable to analyze each of them individually. The singlepath programming paradigm [9] would noticeably simplify
the WCET computation but it has a cost in terms of performance that might not be acceptable. This is the reason why
much research effort has been put on developing WCET
evaluation approaches based on static analysis [10]. These
approaches factorize the efforts by building up the WCET of
the complete program from the individual WCETs of basic
blocks. The Implicit Path Enumeration Technique [13], also
known as IPET, is a very popular method for WCET calculation. It expresses the search of the WCET as an Integer
Linear Programming problem where the program execution

time is to be maximized under some constraints on the execution counts of the basic blocks. With this technique, an
execution path is defined by the set of the executed blocks
with their respective execution counts but the order in which
they are executed is not expressed.
More and more complex processors are used in real-time
embedded systems and it is a real challenge to take into account all of their advanced features in WCET analysis. In
particular, some mechanisms have a behaviour that depends
on the execution history which is difficult to capture by
static analysis. These mechanisms include cache memories
and dynamic branch predictors. In this paper, we consider
bimodal branch prediction as an example of such schemes.
Various methods to take branch prediction into account
have been proposed in the litterature. As explained below,
we focus on the approach by Li et al. [12] that we have later
extended [5] to take into account 2-bit prediction counters.
In this paper, we show that both models can lead to overestimated WCET because the worst-case number of mispredictions computed by IPET would correspond to an infeasible execution path. We show how they should be revised
to only reflect feasible behaviours of the branch prediction
scheme. Experimental results show that the revised model
tighten the estimated WCET.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we illustrate the differences between implicit and explicit execution
paths by an example. Section 3 gives an overview of dynamic branch prediction and lists previous work on branch
prediction modeling for WCET analysis. We show how
misprediction counts can be over-estimated in Section 4
and we propose an extended model to tighten the estimated
WCET in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Implicit vs. explicit execution paths
Figure 1 gives an example code that will be used
throughout this paper and Figure 2 shows the corresponding CFG.

#define M 4
#define N 6
int main() {
int i, j;
int mat[M][N];
for (i=0; i<M; i++){
mat[i][0]=1;
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
mat[i][j]=i+j;
}
}

Figure 1. Example code.
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An implicit path defines many possible explicit paths but, in
general, most of them are infeasible. For example, the implicit path given above could be expanded as below, where
the inner loop is executed three times with a single iteration
and once with 17 iterations, which is not consistent with the
program semantics.
(b1 − b2 − b3 − b4 − b3 − b5)×3 − b1 − b2−
−(b3 − b4)×17 − b3 − b5 − b1 − b6
In the IPET method, the execution time of an implicit path
is computed by adding the individual execution times of
the basic blocks weighted by their execution counts. The
WCET is obtained by maximizing the total execution time
under some contraints that link the execution counts of the
nodes and edges of the CFG: structural constraints directly
express the CFG structure and flow constraints express loop
bounds and infeasible paths.
As long as implicit paths are only used to compute a
global execution time by summing individual times, there
is no need to provide further information about the program semantics. However, when some mechanisms based
on the execution history have to be modeled within the same
framework, the implicit expression of execution paths might
not be sufficient. This problem has been raised in the case of
instruction cache analysis [14]. In this paper, our purpose is
to show that it can also arise when modeling branch prediction and that it is a bit more complex in this case. However,
we will provide a solution to get round it.

3 Branch prediction and WCET estimation
Figure 2. Example CFG.
Explicit paths. An explicit execution path is an ordered
list of the executed basic blocks. In our example, the
only possible execution path is defined by the sequence of
blocks:
³
´
− b1 − b6
b1 − b2 − (b3 − b4)×5 − b3 − b5
×4

Path-based WCET analysis [11][16] explores explicit
paths but this might be costly because, as said before, a
program may have many possible (explicit) paths. Some
static WCET analysis methods simplify the path exploration
while still considering explicit paths. For example, the Extended Timing Schema [17][15] works on the Syntax Tree.
Implicit paths. The IPET method [13] considers implicit
paths. An implicit path is defined by the list of its basic
blocks and of their execution counts. The implicit path corresponding to the explicit path given above is:
¡
¢
b1×5, b2×4, b3×24, b4×20, b5×4, b6×1

3.1

Bimodal branch prediction

Branch prediction enhances the pipeline performance by
allowing the speculative fetching of instructions along the
predicted path after a conditional branch has been encountered and until it is resolved. If the branch was mispredicted,
the pipeline is flushed and the other path is fetched and executed. In the hardware bimodal branch predictor [18], the
branch direction is predicted from a 2-bit saturating counter
stored in the Branch History Table (which is indexed by
the branch PC). If the branch is predicted as taken (counter
equal to 11 or 10), the target address is read in the Branch
Target Buffer, otherwise the instruction fetch proceeds sequentially. When the branch is later computed, the prediction counter is updated as shown in Figure 3.

3.2

Modeling branch
WCET estimation

prediction

for

3.2.1 Background
Modeling bimodal dynamic branch predictors for WCET
analysis has been the purpose of several papers these last
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The constraints added to model a bimodal branch
predictor (without aliasing in the Branch History Table) use
some additional variables (execution counts) presented in
Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Bimodal branch prediction.
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3.2.2 Baseline model
The estimation of misprediction counts is combined to
WCET computation by IPET by the way of additional
constraints that: (a) express the way the prediction counters
evolve; and (b) link the evolution of the prediction counters
to the execution counts of the blocks and edges in the CFG.
In this section, we give a simplified overview of the model.
The variables used to evaluate the WCET by IPET are:
xi
x d

i→

execution count of block i
execution count of the edge leaving block i
when the branch direction is d
xi = x 0 + x 1
i→

i→

xi10

xi 0
xi10

x11
i
11

years. Some of the proposed techniques are decoupled from
the pipeline analysis. Colin and Puaut [8] use static simulation to determine whether the prediction counter associated
to a branch might be corrupted by another branch. Then
they combine these results with an analysis of the behaviour
of the 2-bit counters related to algorithmic structures to calculate bounds on the misprediction counts. Other works
assume that branch aliasing can be prevented and refine the
analysis of branching patterns related to algorithmic structures [1][6]. Once misprediction counts have been determined, the estimated execution time is augmented by the
corresponding misprediction penalties.
To take into account tigher per-branch misprediction
penalties, branch prediction modeling can also be integrated
to the WCET computation with IPET [2][4]. Li et al. go
further by completely modeling the behaviour of the branch
prediction scheme within the IPET model [12]. They take
conflicts in the Branch History Table into account but they
only consider 1-bit prediction counters. In [5] we argue for
techniques to prevent aliasing and we extend their model by
considering 2-bit counters. Our discussion here is based on
this last work.
Modeling branch prediction as part of WCET computation has several advantages: (1) any kind of loop can
be analyzed, even if it is not well structured (e.g. several exit points); (2) the analysis of branches implementing
conditional structures does not require any particular effort;
(3) per-branch misprediction penalties can be specified.
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Figure 4. Variables used to model branch prediction for block i
The set of possible states for a 2-bit branch prediction counter is denoted as C = {00, 01, 10, 11} and the
set of possible directions d after a branch is denoted as
D = {0, 1}. The constraints that model the way the prediction for the branch of block i evolves are:

00
01
00 
=
x
+
x
+
x
x00

0
0
⇒i 
i

i→
i→


01
10
00
01 
xi = x 0 + x 1 + x⇒i 
i→
i→
(1)
11
01
10 

x10
=
x
+
x
0
1 + x⇒i 
i

i→
i→



x11 = x11 + x10 + x11 
i

1

⇒i

1

i→

i→

∀c ∈ C, xci = xc 0 + xc 1 + xci⇒
i→

(2)

i→

The variables related to branch prediction are linked to
the execution counts of basic blocks and edges by the following constraints:
X
X
X
xi =
xci
∀d ∈ D, x d =
xc d +
xc d (3)
i→

c

c

i→

c

i⇒

For the initial and final state of the branch counter of
block i, we can write:
X
X
xci⇒ = 1
(4)
xc⇒i = 1
c

c

Finally, mispredictions counts are derived from:
mi = x001 + x011 + x100 + x110
i→

i→

i→

i→

(5)

4 Branch prediction modeling and implicit
path enumeration
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(b) correct

shown in Figure 6 (a). This behaviour would be obtained if
the branching pattern was:
³
´
(NT − NT − T) − (NT − T)×2 − (NT×16 − T)

(NT − NT − NT − NT − NT − T)×4 ,

20

3

execution count

5

The correct evolution for the prediction counter is given
shown in Figure 6 (b).

misprediction count

4
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Figure 6. Detailed results for counter state
transitions
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where NT stands for "not taken" and T for "taken". This
pattern defines a path where the inner loop executes once
with 2 iterations, then twice with one iteration, and finally
once with 16 iterations: this path is inconsistent with the
program semantics.
The only possible explicit path for this program has the
same implicit description but has the following branching
pattern:

0

2

1

11

10

00

We have analyzed the branch predictor behavior for our
example code using the model described in the previous
section. Figure 5 shows the results we obtained. The branch
at the end of block 3 controls the inner loop that iterates 5
times (then the branch is executed 6 times for each execution of the loop: it is not taken 5 times and taken once). The
inner loop is repeated 4 times: block 3 is then executed 24
times on the global execution path (20 times as not taken
and 4 times as taken). The numbers given in the dotted and
dashed hexagons stand for the correct and erroneous branch
prediction counts.

4

1

11

correct prediction count

4.2

General case

5

Figure 5. Results for the example code
In [1], the worst-case number of mispredictions for a
branch that controls a repeated loop is bounded. For a loop
that iterates N times (N ≥ 3) and is repeated M times,
the worst-case misprediction count is (M + 2): during the
first execution of the loop, the prediction counter reaches
the 00 state after 3 iterations at most (considering any possible starting state) and the branch is mispredicted at most
twice. At the end of every execution of the loop, the counter
is incremented from 00 to 01 and the branch is mispredicted (this makes M mispredictions). For the next execution, the counter is decremented to 00 and the branch is
well predicted.
According to these results, the worst-case misprediction
count for the inner loop of our example should be 6. But
the result obtained with the ILP model is 9, as shown in
Figure 5. A closer look to these results show that they correspond to a behaviour of the prediction counter as the one

In the general case (a loop with N iterations repeated M
times), the number of mispredictions would be (over-) estimated as (2M + 1): the loop would considered as executing
once with two iterations, then (M − 2) times with a single
iteration and finally once with (M (N − 1)) iterations. As
said before, the correct value is (M + 1).
The error comes from how flow information is expressed. The IPET formulation of the problem specifies
that the edge that enters the inner loop is executed at most
M × N times. This does not completely reflects the program semantics because the maximum number of iterations
for each execution of the loop (i.e. N ) is not specified.
This missing parameter lets the ILP solver finding an infeasible path. Similar observations were mentioned for instruction cache analysis in [14]. However, the problem is
more complex for branch prediction because it not possible to establish a direct link between paths in the CFG and
transitions in the prediction counter finite-state automaton.
In the next section, we show how additional constraints in
the ILP model can control the branch predictor behavior for
repeated loops.

5 Enforcing valid execution patterns for
nested loops
5.1

Extended model

In [14], the worst-case miss rate for an instruction cache
is evaluated by considering the possible states of cache
lines. The state of a given cache line is the memory block
it contains at some point of the program. The way this state
changes is expressed by a Cache Conflict Graph (CCG). To
some extent, a CCG plays the same role as the branch prediction counter automaton (shown in Figure 3). However,
every edge in a CCG can be related to one path in the Control Flow Graph because each node of the CCG is related to
a part of the code, i.e. to a node in the CFG. On the contrary,
nodes in the branch prediction automaton do not stand for
code parts and an edge in this automaton might correspond
to several control flows.
To illustrate this, let us consider the transition from state
10 to state 01. This transition can be fired either when the
loop is entered (i.e. after block b2 has been executed) or
when it iterates (i.e. after b4). Then it is not possible to
directly bound the execution count of this transition (x100 )
i→
to the execution counts of blocks b2 and b4 (this was the
solution proposed in [14]).
In the case of a branch predictor, if a loop iterates at most
N times, the prediction counter cannot fall into the 00 state
more than N times it leaves this state. This guarantees that
no more than N iterations are considered for each execution of the loop. This can be expressed by this additional
constraint:
¢
¡ 00
00
x010 + x000 + x00
⇒i ≤ N × x 1 + x 1
i→

i→

i→

i⇒

This constraint applies to any loop with an upperbounded number of iterations (which means that the effective number of iterations for one execution of the loop might
range from 0 to N ). This includes triangular loops where
the number of executions of the inner loop depends on the
value of the iteration counter of the outer loop.
This kind of constraint has to be generated for every
block identified as controlling a loop. In the next section,
we will give an overview of how the blocks that control
loops can be identified from the CFG.
Considering the anomaly in the misprediction counts
pointed out in this article, this constraint eliminates from
the analysis some infeasible explicit paths related to valid
implicit path. This is likely to tighten the WCET estimation.

5.2

structs. Our model fits different loop patterns (control at
the beginning or at the end of the loop, exit of the loop either with a taken or not taken branch) as well as loops with
multiple exits (however, to save room, we only describe the
constraints for loops with a single exit).
This makes it necessary to identify in the CFG the blocks
that contain a loop branch. Our algorithm implements predominance analysis to build sets of blocks that belong to a
same loop. Then it searches, in each set, the block that has
a successor out of the set: this block is the one that controls
the loop and the direction of the branch to exit the loop is
determined.
Once the block bctrl that controls a loop has been identified, the number of executions of the loop is x
1 (proctrl→
vided the loop is exited when the branch is taken).

5.3

Experimental results

We have made some experiments to measure the improvement due to refined branch prediction modeling. We
have considered four benchmarks from the SNU suite [3].
The Control Flow Graphs of the programs were extracted
and analyzed to identify the blocks that control loops using the OTAWA tool [7]. The block execution times were
obtained using a cycle-level simulator that models a superscalar out-of-order processor and was developed in our
team. Finally, the specification of the ILP problem for
WCET calculation (i.e. the objective function and the structural and flow constraints) was produced by a perl script.
We used lp_solve to solve the problem.
To estimate the impact of the infeasible paths on the calculated WCET, we have analyzed the benchmarks with both
models: the earlier one, and the extended one proposed in
this paper. Results are given in Table 1.
benchmark
matmul
ludcmp
insertsort
crc

old WCET
3,246
11,411
2,012
211,628

new WCET
3,078
11,201
1,976
210,098

Table 1. Estimated WCET.
It can be observed that the extended model gives tighter
WCETs for all of the benchmarks we have tested. The improvement ranges from 0.72% to 5.17%. In every case, the
earlier model over-estimates the number of branch mispredictions and then accounts for superfluous penalties.

6. Conclusion

Detecting loop-control blocks

As said before, integrating branch prediction into the
IPET model makes it possible to consider various loop con-

Modeling advanced processor features using Integer Linear Programming and integrating the model to WCET estimation by IPET has several advantages: most of the loop

patterns can be analyzed, per-branch misprediction penalties can be accounted for, conditional structures are naturally analyzed. However, considering implicit paths is not
sufficient to analyze schemes that behave according to the
execution history. In the case of nested loops, cache miss or
branch misprediction counts are overestimated because they
are maximized for infeasible explicit paths. To get round
this difficulty, we propose an extension to the branch predictor model. Experimental results show that the obtained
WCET is tighter.
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Abstract. Timing anomalies are characterized by counterintuitive timing behaviour.
A locally faster execution leads to an increase of the execution time of the whole
program. The presence of such behaviour makes WCET analysis more difficult: It
is not safe to assume local worst-case behaviour wherever the analysis encounters
uncertainty.
Existing definitions of timing anomalies are either given as an intuitive description or
do not cover all kinds of known timing anomalies. After giving an overview of related
work, we give a concise formal definition of timing anomalies. We then begin to
identify different classes of anomalies. One of these classes, coined Scheduling Timing
Anomalies, coincides with previous restricted definitions.

Keywords: Timing analysis, Worst-case execution time (WCET), Timing anomalies, Abstraction

1

Introduction

The notion of timing anomalies was introduced by Lundqvist and Stenström in [LS99]. Intuitively, a timing anomaly is a situation where the local worst-case does not entail the
global worst-case. For instance, a cache miss – the local worst-case – may result in a shorter
execution time, than a cache hit, because of scheduling effects. See Figure 1 for an example.
Shortening task A leads to a longer overall schedule, because task B can now block the
“more” important task C. Analogously, there are cases where a shortening of a task leads
to an even greater decrease in the overall schedule. Such effects are not relevant for timing
analysis. We will not consider them in this paper.
Another example occurs with branch prediction. A mispredicted branch results in unnecessary instruction fetching that destroys the cache state. If the first instruction being fetched
is a cache miss, the correct branch condition will be computed before more harm can be
done by further fetches. Figure 2 illustrates this.

2

Existing Work on Timing Anomalies

The first paper remotely related to timing anomalies was written as early as 1969 by Graham
[Gra69]. They show that a greedy scheduler can produce a longer schedule, if provided with
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Fig. 1. Scheduling Anomaly
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Fig. 2. Speculation Anomaly

shorter tasks, less dependencies, more processors, etc. They also give bounds on these effects,
which are known as scheduling anomalies today. In their model all resources (processors)
are identical though, which renders the given bounds useless for our purposes.
Lundqvist & Stenström first introduced timing anomalies in roughly the sense relevant for
timing analysis. In their 1999 paper [LS99] they give an example of a cache miss resulting in
a shorter execution time than a cache hit. A timing anomaly is characterized as a situation
where a positive (negative) change of the latency of the first instruction by i cycles results
in a global decrease (increase) of the execution time of a sequence of instructions. Situations
where the local effect is even accelerated are also considered timing anomalies, i.e. the global
increase (decrease) of the execution time is greater than the local change. We do not consider
such cases here because they do not pose problems for timing analysis.
In his PhD thesis [Eng02] and in a paper with Jonsson [EJ02], Engblom briefly mentions
timing anomalies. He translates the notion of timing anomalies of the Lundqvist/Stenström
paper [LS99] to his model by assuming that single pipeline stages take longer, in contrast
to whole instructions. Both Lundqvist and Engblom claim that, in processors containing
in-order resources only, no timing anomalies can occur. This is not always true unfortunately, as corrected in Lundqvist’s thesis [Lun02]. Schneider [Sch02] and Wenzel et al.
[Wen03,WKPR05] note that if there exist several resources that have overlapping, but not
equal abilities, timing anomalies can also occur.
Thesing [The04] discusses the Motorola ColdFire 5307, which contains a rather simple inorder pipeline that does not even have resources with overlapping abilities. He shows that
the processor exhibits timing anomalies caused by its cache. The cache replacement policy of
the ColdFire, Pseudo-Round Robin, causes these problems: In contrast to common replacement strategies, such as LRU or Pseudo-LRU, the effect of a cache miss on the cache state
is sometimes different from that of a cache hit. While the cache miss obviously consumes a
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longer processing time, it may result in a cache state that better suits the following code.
Wenzel, Kirner, Puschner, and Riedel [Wen03,WKPR05] give a necessary condition for timing anomalies, the Resource Allocation Criterion, short RAC. The RAC states that it has
to be possible to create different schedules for at least one of the functional units of the
processor for timing anomalies to be possible. Unfortunately, the criterion is based on a
rather restricted definition of timing anomalies. he underlying assumption is that the latencies of subsequent instructions depend solely on the chosen schedule, i.e. which functional
units are used. They are assumed to be independent of the initial latency difference. As we
have observed in our introductory examples, this is overly optimistic. Both speculation and
certain cache replacement strategies, like Pseudo-Round Robin violate this assumption.

3

Formal Definition

While the introductory examples give a rough intuition of what we consider a timing anomaly, they do not offer a concise formal definition. Let us identify important concepts that
should flow into a formalization. It should not only cover presently known anomalies but
be general enough to be valid also for future hardware features. This desired generality
obviously requires a rather abstract approach.
Hardware Model A definition of timing anomalies has to take into account the hardware
model. It has a great impact on the number and kind of such anomalies. For instance,
out-of-order processors probably show more anomalies than simpler in-order machines.
Timing anomalies require choice, i.e. non-determinism in the analyzed model. In previous
work on timing anomalies the different cases to compare, like cache hit or cache miss, came
out of the blue.
Abstraction The reason for non-determinism in timing models is abstraction. Timing
analysis usually only becomes feasible through abstraction. It enables us to deal with
unknown input data and huge state-spaces. In return, abstraction has to give up some
precision. Unknown information due to abstraction introduces non-determinism, where
the underlying hardware model was fully deterministic. Depending on the precision of
the abstraction different timing anomalies are conceivable.
Locality In most examples we have some intuition to what is the local worst-case. To
identify a local worst-case formally we need a notion of locality. In literature, locality
was usually not explicitly treated, but often implicitly fixed to the instruction level
[LS99,Lun02]. Engblom [Eng02,EJ02] considered micro-operations (pipeline stages) to
be the right granularity. We believe that micro-operations (like instruction fetch, execute,
etc.) are indeed the right locality level. This is where timing differences first become
visible.
Based on these observations we will now formally define timing anomalies. Our definition
requires some notational prerequisites:
Definition 1 (Transition System). A transition system T is a pair T = (S, R), where
S is a finite set of states and R ⊆ S × S is a transition relation. A path π in a transition
system T = (S, R) is a finite sequence of states, s.t. (πi , πi+1 ) ∈ R for all i ∈ 0 . . . |π| − 1.
The set of all paths of a transition system T is denoted as Π(T ).
A transition system can model the cycle-level behaviour of a computer architecture, i.e. a
transition models the execution of one cycle. In contrast to other low-level hardware models,
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such as Mealy- or Moore-automata, inputs and outputs are not explicitly modeled. This is
not necessary in our context of timing analysis. Data and the program that is executed are
modelled as part of the state.
As noted above, we consider micro-operations to be the right level to make local decisions,
i.e. identify the local worst-case. The following definition of locality constraints enables us
to do so.
Definition 2 (Locality Constraint). A locality constraint l for a transition system T =
(S, R) is a convex predicate on S, i.e. l only holds on consecutive states in any path π through
T . We assume that locality constraints model the sequence of states that is executing a microoperation. We denote the restriction of π to l by π|l , i.e. the restriction of the path π to the
subpath of π in which l holds. Note, that this is still a (possibly empty) path. We denote the
restriction of π to a set {l1 , . . . , ln } of locality constraints by π|l1 ...ln , i.e. the restriction of
the path π to a sequence of states of T in which at least one of the predicates l1 , . . . , ln holds.
π|l1 ...ln is not necessarily a path.
Definition 3 (Local Worst-Case Path). Given a set of locality constraints L and a
set of paths Π, a path π ∈ Π is a local worst-case path, if and only if for every locality
constraint l ∈ L and every path π 0 ∈ Π it holds that if π = πpre ◦ π|l ◦ πpost , |π|l | > 0 and
0
π 0 = πpre ◦ π|l0 ◦ πpost
then |π|l | ≥ |π|l0 |.
A path is called a non-local worst-case path if it is not a local worst-case path.
Definition 4 (Program). A program (or a control flow graph) P is a directed graph
P = (V, E), E ⊆ V × V , in which the nodes V represent instructions, and an edge (u, v) ∈ E
represents flow of control from u to v.
A sequence σ through a program P = (V, E) is a finite sequence of instructions, s.t. (σi , σi+1 ) ∈
E for all i ∈ 0 . . . |σ| − 1.
We do not want to compare arbitrary paths through the transition system, but only those
that correspond to the same path through the program. We can map paths in the transition
system to paths through the program via a labelling function.
Definition 5 (Labelling Function). Given a transition system T = (S, R), a set of locality constraints L, and a program P = (V, E). A Labelling Function ρ : V ∗ → P(L) assigns
each finite sequence of instructions through the program P a set of locality constraints that
corresponds to the execution of the respective micro-operations. A path π through T then
corresponds to the sequence σ through P iff π|l is not empty for all l ∈ ρ(σ) and π|ρ(σ) is
equal to π.
Given a set Π of paths through T , the subset of Π which corresponds to a given sequence σ
w.r.t. a labelling function ρ is denoted as Π|ρσ .
Definition 6 (Hardware Model). A (possibly abstracted) hardware model C maps a program P to a transition system T , a set of locality constraints L on T , and a labelling function
ρ that relates the states of the transition system with the instructions of the given program
P.
Note that a concrete hardware model is deterministic. Non-determinism – which is necessary
for timing anomalies – is only introduced by abstraction. One can formally define the relation
between concrete and abstract hardware models. For reasons of brevity we omit to provide
such a definition.
Now, we are ready to define timing anomalies.
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Definition 7 (Timing Anomaly). A hardware model C exhibits timing anomalies, if there
exists a program P with C(P ) = (T, L, ρ), a finite sequence σ through P , and a non-local
worst-case path π ∈ Π(T )|ρσ , s.t. |π| > |π 0 | for all local worst-case paths π ∈ Π(T )|ρσ .

...

...

πpre

...

Figure 3 illustrates the situation. At some analysis state, after executing πpre , future execution is non-deterministic. To find the globally longest path we need to follow the non-local
worst-case path π|l (it is not the longest path on locality constraint l).

π| l

πpost

time
Fig. 3. Timing Anomaly Example

4

Classification

The above definition introduces timing anomalies in a rather abstract way. In the future,
when confronted with a possible anomaly it will allow us to safely argue whether or not it
constitutes a timing anomaly. This section aims at starting to clarify “what timing anomalies really are”, by identifying different subclasses.
The idea is to readopt the view of timing anomalies from a scheduling perspective. In this
setting, a set of tasks with dependencies and resource constraints describes the problem
posed to the hardware. Tasks could be executions of micro-operations. Dependencies ensure
that the micro-operations of a specific instruction can only be executed sequentially. Other
dependencies model data dependencies in a program. Resources are stages in the pipeline
like Instruction Fetch, Execute, or the different functional units of the processor. Now, we
can distinguish at least three classes of timing anomalies (and possibly many more):
Scheduling Timing Anomalies We compare two task sets that differ only in the length
of the “pivot” task. An example could be a cache hit vs. a cache miss. Figure 1 gives an
example. The task sets differ only in the length of task A. Most timing anomalies dealt
with in literature fall into this category. This kind of anomaly is well-known in the
scheduling world, and has been extensively studied on various scheduling routines. One
observation that can be made is that greedy schedulers, mimicked by timing analysis
(and online schedulers, like modern processors, usually are greedy) are unable to prevent
such anomalies in general.
Speculation Timing Anomalies Here, the difference is not confined to the length of the
“pivot” task. The entire task set changes depending on this task. As an example see
Figure 2. In both cases the processor is speculatively prefetching instructions. The local
worst-case, a cache miss while fetching the first instruction, takes so much time that
the branch condition can be evaluated, before more harm can be done to the cache by
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further prefetches. Interestingly, the task set is influenced by previous decisions of the
scheduler. Apparently, these interactions put these anomalies outside of the scope of
scheduling theory. Note that the anomaly can occur even if the abstraction knows that
the branch was mispredicted.
Cache Timing Anomalies These are anomalies induced by strange cache behaviour, as
in the Pseudo-Round Robin cache replacement strategy employed in the ColdFire 5307.
There, the non-local worst-case cache hit results in a different future cache state than
the local worst-case cache miss. The difference in the cache state can then cause the
cache hit branch to be stalled later on.
Interestingly, the latter two classes of anomalies can also happen on in-order architectures,
as the ColdFire.

5

Conclusion

Timing anomalies result from complex interactions in modern processors and non-determinism
introduced by abstraction. Their definition is a difficult task. We have given an overview of
existing work on timing anomalies, and identified imprecisions and weaknesses. Notably, the
restriction to what we call Scheduling Anomalies and the lack of formalization of locality.
Based on these observations, we have given a concise formal definition, that is – unlike previous definitions – general enough to cover all known kinds of anomalies. Furthermore, we
have begun to identify different classes of timing anomalies.
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Abstract

effect is called a timing anomaly, and was first described by
Lundqvist and Stenström [3, 2].
While we can easily get a rough intuition about what a timing anomaly is, a general, hardware-independent definition is
difficult, see [4] for a recent result. We will not detail the
definition in this paper.

Domino effects have been shown to hinder a tight prediction
of worst case execution times (WCET) on real-time hardware.
First investigated by Lundqvist and Stenström, domino effects
caused by pipeline stalls were shown to exist in the PowerPC
by Schneider. This paper extends the list of causes of domino
effects by showing that the pseudo LRU (PLRU) cache replacement policy can cause unbounded effects on the WCET. 1.2 Domino Effects
PLRU is used in the PowerPC PPC755, which is widely used
A special case of timing anomalies is the domino effect, where
in embedded systems, and some x86 models.
– after a (possibly empty) prologue – a sequence of instructions is executed in a loop and depending on the initial state of
a component (usually the pipeline, but also the cache, as we
1 Introduction
will see later), the loop body runtime will take different values
Embedded systems play a key role in any modern product. without convergence. The presence of domino effects means
When employed in safety-critical environments like airbag that we cannot unroll a bounded (or even any) number of itercontrollers in cars or fly-by-wire systems in air crafts, the tim- ations of a loop and assume in the analysis that the remaining
ing must meet conditions imposed by the environment. The iterations behave the same. Schneider was able to demonexecution time of the tasks running on the embedded pro- strate actual domino effects caused by the PowerPC PPC755
cessor must always be lower than a given deadline. Timing pipeline [5].
analysis is used to derive an upper bound on the execution
time, called worst case execution time (WCET). Computing
the WCET of a program requires upper bounds for the num- 2 Domino Effects in Caches
ber of iterations of all loops in the program. On every path
through the program, the worst case execution times for all in- We will look at cache behavior when a sequence of memory
structions (or alternatively, basic blocks) has to be computed accesses is repeated indefinitely. We will only consider single
and added up. The longest of these paths is then called the cache sets.1
critical path, and its maximum runtime is the WCET.

1.1

2.1

Timing Anomalies

FIFO

FIFO caches require very little update logic, a round-robin
counter points the next way to be replaced. The downside is
that this causes domino effects.
Figure 1 shows a 2-way FIFO cache with the access sequence a-b-c. Starting with an empty cache leads to a repeated
cache content b-c at the end of each iteration, where each cycle has 3 cache misses (marked by ‘x’ in the figure). Starting
with c-a in the cache leads to a cycle over 2 iterations with a
total of 3 cache misses, alternatingly 1 and 2 per iteration.2

In a simple world, timing analysis could just assume the local
worst case for all instructions in a pipeline. When the cache
state is not be precisely known, a memory access not classified
by the abstract cache state as a cache hit would be considered
a cache miss, variable-latency instructions would just take the
longest time, etc. We could then add up all individual times
and get a safe WCET bound.
Unfortunately, this is not safe. Out-of-order pipelines
might reorder instructions such that an longer initial delay
(e.g., a cache miss) could cause an overall faster completion
of the whole sequence. Similarly, a speedup of an instruction
can lead to a longer runtime for the whole sequence. This

1 There are cache architectures where the sets are not independent, but that
only makes timing effects more unpredictable.
2 This is the same example as in [2].
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LRU

The LRU update logic is complex, and LRU caches with more
than 4 ways are rare in practice.
LRU caches do not exhibit domino effects. When iterating
a over sequence of instructions, it is easy to see that the cache
contents at the end of the first iteration are the same as at the
end of every other iteration. This “memory-less” property of
LRU makes the cache analysis both easy and precise [1].
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Figure 3: 4-way PLRU cache, b is never evicted

Pseudo LRU replacement is a variant of LRU where the
“ages” of the lines in the cache are not linearly ordered, but
arranged in a tree (see Fig. 2). The advantage is that this needs
fewer state bits and hence needs a less complex update logic.
PLRU has an average case performance comparable to LRU,
but the worst case performance, which matters for the WCET
prediction, is worse.
Heckmann has shown that only 3 to 4 ways of an 8-way
PLRU cache can be tracked in cache analysis [1]. This article
adds domino effects to the list of problems with analyzing
PLRU caches.

PLRU examples. Figure 3 shows that PLRU does not use
the cache optimally. The access sequence a-e-a-f-a-g contains
only 4 distinct elements, yet 4-PLRU misses for every second
access when started with a-b-c-d in the cache.3
Figure 4 shows that a PLRU cache can take several iterations to stabilize. The fourth iteration is the first that exhibits
3 misses as all the following iterations do.
Figure 5 shows an example with the access sequence i-fe-g-i-e-b. The left sequence starts with a-b-c-d in the cache,
the right one with an empty cache. For the first two iterations,
both caches miss on the same accesses (the cache content is
even the same at the end of the first iteration, though in a different order). Starting from the third iteration, the left cache
misses 3 times per iteration, the right cache only 2 times.

PLRU definition. PLRU maintains a tree of cache ways.
Every inner tree node has a bit pointing to the subtree that
contains the leaf to be replaced next. Figure 2 shows a 4way example. In the left picture, the three state bits b0 , b1 , b2
point to the second way to be replaced next. In practice, 8way PLRU is used. The replacement logic is the same, with
7 state bits, and an additional level in the tree. For simplicity,
we consider 4-way in this article. Note that 2-way PLRU is
equivalent to 2-way LRU.
On a cache update, and similarly on a cache hit, the state
bits on the path leading to the accessed way will be flipped,
i.e. making them pointing away from that way. The right picture shows the cache state after the replacement of ‘b’ by ‘e’.
The path to the second way consists of bits b0 and b1 , so these
have been flipped.

2.4

Avoiding Domino Effects

There is no generally safe initial cache state in the context
of domino effects as any state can cause non-converging loop
runtimes. With a given program and initial state, we can prove
the presence or absence of effects, but in many embedded system context, modifying the program is infeasible, and the initial state can also be unknown or undefined. Modifying the
3 Example
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third iteration
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Abstract
This paper presents techniques to tightly integrate worstcase execution time (WCET) information into a compiler
framework. Currently, a tight integration of WCET information into the compilation process is strongly desired, but
only some ad-hoc approaches have been reported currently.
Previous publications mainly used self-written WCET estimators with very limited functionality and preciseness during compilation. A very tight integration of a high quality
industry-relevant WCET analyzer into a compiler was not
yet achieved up to now. This work is the first to present techniques capable of achieving such a tight coupling between
a compiler and the WCET analyzer aiT. This is done by
automatically translating the assembly-like contents of the
compiler’s low-level intermediate representation (LLIR) to
aiT’s exchange format CRL2. Additionally, the results produced by the WCET analyzer are automatically collected
and re-imported into the compiler infrastructure. The work
described in this paper is smoothly integrated into a C compiler environment for the Infineon TriCore processor. It
opens up new possibilities for the design of WCET-aware
optimizations in the future.
The concepts for extending the compiler infrastructure
are kept very general so that they are not limited to WCET
information. Rather, it is possible to use our structures also
for multi-objective optimization of e. g. best-case execution
time (BCET) or energy dissipation.

1. Introduction
In contrast to general-purpose systems, embedded systems often have to meet some real-time constraints making them real-time systems. The correctness of a real-time
system depends not only on the logical result of the computation, but also on the time at which the results are produced [5]. Besides the necessity of safeness of real-time
systems, the market demands high performance, energy efficient and low cost products. Without knowledge about the
worst-case timing of a real-time application, the designer
tends to use oversized hardware in order to guarantee the
safeness of the real-time system. The knowledge of the
worst-case execution time (WCET) gives the designer the
opportunity to use or to design a hardware platform which
is tailored towards the software resource requirements like
memory or clock rate. Thus, the production costs can be
reduced significantly, while still guaranteeing the safeness
of the real-time system.
Today, software development for embedded systems is
done using high-level languages like C, requiring the ex∗ This work is partially funded by the European IST FP6 Network of
Excellence ARTIST2.

istence of a suitable compiler. Modern compilers are
equipped with a vast variety of optimizations. However,
these optimizations aim at minimizing e. g. average-case
execution time (ACET) [14] or energy dissipation [15]. The
influence of compiler optimizations on WCET is unknown
in almost all cases. Currently, the binary executable generated by the compiler is manually fed into a WCET analyzer
computing the required information. Using this WCET
data, it can be determined whether real-time constraints are
met. If this is not the case, the program source code has to
be tuned, compiled and optimized again in another cycle of
the design flow.
As can be seen, it is highly desirable to have a compiler that is aware of WCET properties. In an integrated
WCET-aware compilation environment, it will be possible
to integrate and to apply optimizations with the objective of
WCET minimization. WCET information available within
the compiler can be used to determine those parts of the
code that lie on the worst-case path. Specialized complex
optimizations could be applied in the future only to these
code portions in order to minimize WCET aggressively. If
the compiler is able to support multiple optimization objectives at the same time (e. g. energy consumption and
WCET), automated trade-offs can be applied by the compiler such that the most energy efficient code is generated
that still meets real-time constraints.
This paper is the first one to present a tight integration
of an existing WCET analyzer into a compiler infrastructure. Using the techniques of this work, it is possible to
feed the assembly-like contents of the compiler’s low-level
intermediate representation (LLIR) into the WCET analyzer
automatically. The results produced by the WCET analyzer
are automatically re-imported into the compiler infrastructure and are available for future optimizations as described
above. Currently, this includes the WCET of an entire application, of functions and basic blocks as well as calling
contexts, execution counts and feasibility information. The
techniques presented in this work are part of a C compiler
environment and were validated for the Infineon TriCore [9]
processor.
In addition, a very powerful and flexible mechanism is
presented enabling to attach not only WCET-related data to
the LLIR, but also to store arbitrary information used by optimizations targeting different objectives than WCET. This
approach will be useful in order to perform automated tradeoffs between different optimization goals.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a survey of related work. Section 3 presents the
entire structure of our WCET-aware C compiler. It is fol-

lowed by a discussion on the proposed compiler structure
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 summarizes this paper and
gives an outlook on future work.

ANSI-C
Source
ICD-C
Parser

2. Related Work
[4] presented a very first simple approach to integrate
WCET techniques into a commercial compiler. Flow facts
required for WCET analysis have to be annotated manually
using source-level pragmas. The compiler backend generates code for the Intel 8051 which is an inherently simple
and predictable machine without pipeline and caches etc.
The entire work was not finished and tested, and results are
unavailable. A fully pragma based approach is not promising since manual annotations are tedious and error-prone.
While mapping high-level code to object code, compilers perform various optimizations so that the correlation between high-level flow facts and the optimized object code
becomes very vague. In order to keep track of the influence of compiler optimization on high-level flow facts, [7]
proposes co-transformation of flow facts. However, the cotransformer has never reached a fully working state, and
several standard compiler optimizations can not be modeled
at all due to insufficient data structures.
[12] presents techniques for transforming program path
information during compiler optimization. The authors are
able to keep high-level flow facts consistent while performing GCC’s standard optimizations. Their approach was
thoroughly tested and led to precise WCET estimates. However, compilation and WCET analysis are done in a decoupled way. The assembly file generated by the compiler is
passed to the WCET analyzer together with the transformed
flow facts. Additionally, the proposed compiler is only able
to process a subset of the C programming language, and the
modeled target processor lacks pipelines and caches.
In [17, 18], the integration of a proprietarily developed
WCET analyzer into a compiler is presented. The compiler operates on a low-level intermediate representation
(IR). Control flow information is passed to the timing analyzer which computes the WCET of loops and functions
and passes this data back to the compiler. However, this
approach has several limitations. First, the WCET analyzer
works with very coarse granularity since it only computes
WCETs of loops and functions. WCETs for basic blocks or
single instructions are unavailable. Second, WCET-relevant
data which is not the WCET itself is unavailable, too. This
includes e. g. execution contexts, execution frequencies of
basic blocks, value ranges of registers, predicted cache behavior etc. Third, the lack of a high-level IR within the
compiler requires to costly re-generate valuable high-level
flow facts that are only available at the source code level.
Finally, the considered processor is quite simple as it has a
simple pipeline and no caches.
A compiler guided trade-off between WCET and code
size is presented in [13]. The authors observe that applications using the 16-bit THUMB instruction set of an ARM7
processor typically are smaller but run slower than when
using the 32-bit ARM instruction set. [13] compiles a program using both instruction sets at the same time with the
goal to reduce WCET at the expense of code size and vice
versa. To obtain WCET information, a simple timing analyzer was implemented from scratch assuming the absence
of caches and a simple pipeline structure. [13] presents a
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Figure 1. WCET-aware C Compiler (WCC)
WCET-guided compiler optimization, but it does not homogeneously integrate WCET analysis into the compiler itself.
Compilation and WCET analysis are completely decoupled,
WCET data is not fed back to the compilation stages.
An optimization allocating both functions and data elements of an application to a scratchpad memory is presented
in [16]. The authors report a significant WCET reduction,
since scratchpads are much faster than other types of memory, and their use is fully guided by the compiler so that
very precise flow facts can be passed to the WCET analyzer.
However, this approach also does not establish a tight integration of WCET data into the compiler. The memory allocation optimization is not based on WCET data. Instead,
the optimization minimizes energy dissipation when using scratchpad memories. WCET timing is measured after
compilation by analyzing the resulting binary executable.

3. Design of the WCET-Aware C Compiler
Based on the results of the previous publications presented in Section 2, we propose the structure depicted in
Figure 1 for WCET-aware compilation. As can be seen,
the compiler we call WCC relies on two IRs, namely ICDC [10] being close to ANSI-C, and LLIR [11] modeling
code at the assembly level. The code selector is responsible for the translation of ICD-C to LLIR. Analyses and
optimizations take place both at the high and the low level.
Currently, all optimizations done by the compiler are not
yet WCET-aware. The focus of this paper clearly lies on
the integration of WCET analysis into the compiler, and not
on WCET optimizations which are part of our future work.
Today, there are only few vendors providing commercial WCET analyzers. One of the leading analyzers is the
aiT [1] WCET analyzer developed by AbsInt. aiT is available for various processors, including ARM7, Power-PC,
TI TMS320C33 and the Infineon TriCore v1.3. In this paper, the Infineon TriCore processor is considered as target
architecture for compilation and WCET analysis.
WCET analysis can only take place at the assembly / binary level since processor-specific information and machine
code is unavailable at higher levels of abstractions. Thus,
the WCET analyzer aiT is coupled to our compiler at the
LLIR level. Our compiler is able to translate its LLIR representation to the CRL2 format [2] which is the IR of aiT.
This way, both aiT and WCC use the same format to ex2
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Executable
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Using the data provided by the previous analysis steps,
path analysis computes a program’s global WCET. A path
within the control flow graph is a sequence of successive
basic blocks starting at the entry point of a program and
ending at its end point. For each block on a path, its maximum execution time T can be expressed based on the previous analyses. Using the loop bound information, a block’s
maximum number of executions C can be determined. The
WCET of a path can be expressed as the sum of the products
T ∗ C over all edges of a path. A program’s global WCET
is determined by finding the maximum path WCET for all
feasible paths. This maximization problem is expressed and
solved using integer linear programming.
All analyses of aiT take execution contexts into account.
A context indicates a particular way of calling a program’s
function R. If R is called several times, contexts are used
to distinguish between the different program states representing the different flows of control through the program
to function R. Contexts improve the precision of analysis if
analysis results are computed individually for each program
state represented by a context.
Since aiT is directly invoked with a CRL2 IR generated
by our compiler, the decoder exec2crl shown in Figure 2 is
skipped in our WCC setup. In the following subsections,
the conversions between LLIR and CRL2 and vice versa
are described as well as a generic mechanism for storing
arbitrary data beyond WCET information within LLIR.
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Figure 2. Workflow of aiT
change information. Hence, aiT can be provided with CRL2
accurately modeling the application under analysis, and all
results computed by aiT are also available in the CRL2 format after WCET analysis is done. Using a conversion from
CRL2 to LLIR, we are able to import all data computed by
aiT into our compiler.

3.1. The WCET Analyzer aiT
In contrast to numerous other WCET analyzers, aiT performs a highly accurate analysis of the processor pipeline
and available caches. When being used outside our WCC
compiler framework, aiT needs to be provided with a binary
executable of the program to be analyzed as well as with a
specification file. To estimate the WCET of the binary executable, several analysis steps are taken (cf. Figure 2). The
decoder exec2crl reads the executable and reconstructs its
control flow graph. This control flow graph is translated
into aiT’s intermediate format CRL2 [2]. CRL2 is used as
exchange format storing the application under analysis as
well as analysis results generated by the individual substeps
of aiT. In the WCC setup, aiT’s decoder exec2crl is skipped.
Value analysis determines potential values in the processor registers for any possible program point. These values
are frequently used within aiT. Cache analysis requires predicted values to identify possible addresses of memory accesses. In addition, the predicted values are used to determine infeasible paths resulting from conditions being true
or false at any point of the analyzed program. Finally, tight
value ranges are required to determine loop bounds.
Since a program spends most of its execution time in
loops, the iteration counts play an important role for WCET
estimation. aiT relies on precise bounds to be able to perform a WCET analysis at all. The detection of loop bounds
during loop bound analysis succeeds only for simple loops
and demands their external annotation outside aiT.
The cache analysis of aiT statically analyzes the cache
behavior of a program using a formal cache model. Accesses to main memory are examined by an algorithm distinguishing between sure cache hits and unclassified accesses. A proper cache analysis relies on the value ranges
of processor registers obtained from the value analysis.
Pipeline analysis models the processor’s pipeline behavior and is based on the current state of the pipeline, the resources in use, the contents of prefetch queues and the results obtained during cache analysis. It aims at finding a
WCET estimate for each basic block of a program. Each
basic block is analyzed by taking possible pipeline states
from preceding basic blocks into account. After processing
each instruction of the currently analyzed block, the longest
time this block takes to execute is computed.

3.2. Conversion LLIR ↔ CRL2
Since both LLIR and CRL2 are low-level IRs representing a program as control flow graph (CFG), it is easy to
translate these IRs into each other. At the top level, the
control flow graph of both IRs consists of functions. Each
function contains a list of basic blocks connected via edges.
Basic blocks in turn consist of a sequence of instructions.
In both IRs, an instruction can consist of several operations
in order to express the implicit parallelism present in e. g. a
VLIW machine. In addition to basic blocks, information on
execution contexts is attached to functions within CRL2. In
LLIR, this kind of information does not exist.
Due to the analogy of both IRs, the translation steps basically need to traverse the CFG of one IR recursively and
need to generate equivalent CFG components of the other
IR. However, there are two issues making the translation
from LLIR to CRL2 and back much more complex than
this simple recursive traversal.
Determination of op ids
First, we need to solve the problem that LLIR is an
assembly-level IR, whereas CRL2 is a binary-level IR. As
a consequence, any information additionally created during
assembly and linking is unavailable within LLIR, but available to CRL2. This difference between both IRs mainly
comes into play when converting LLIR operations into
CRL2 operations. An LLIR operation is represented by
its assembly mnemonic and belonging operands, whereas
CRL2 requires a unique identifier (op id) representing the
binary machine code of the operation together with its
operands. Unfortunately, there is no direct translation between an LLIR opcode and a corresponding op id.
For example, the TriCore ISA contains four different ma3

Routine F

chine operations with the mnemonic AND [9]:
AND Dc, Da, Db AND Dc, Da, const9
AND Da, Db
AND D15, const8
All these AND operations differ by the number and types of

parameters, namely data registers denoted by Dx or D15, or
constants. As can be seen, the mere use of the mnemonic
does not yield an unambiguous CRL2 operation. As a consequence, more key characteristics of an LLIR operation
need to be taken into account.
In addition to its mnemonic, the operation’s opcode format is considered next. Depending on the amount and type
of parameters, the binary machine code of an operation has
various formats. For example, the first AND operation listed
above has the 32-bit wide format RR. The second operation
with a constant parameter is of format RC. The last two operations with only two parameters have the 16-bit opcode
formats SRR and SC, respectively.
Using the alignment and the type of parameters of an
LLIR operation, its opcode format is determined. In almost
all cases, these first two steps of mnemonic and opcode format matching are sufficient to obtain an unambiguous op id.
However, the addressing mode has to be considered as third
criterion in a few cases. The addressing mode specifies the
calculation of an effective memory address of a certain operation parameter, using values held in registers and constants. Mainly load and store operations make extensive
use of the various addressing modes. The TriCore architecture provides eight different modes such as Pre- and Postincrement or Short and Long Base plus Offset addressing.
As example, the LD.W operation loading a word from
memory is considered. The TriCore instruction set includes
only one operation with the opcode LD.W:
LD.W Da, <mode>
Its first parameter designates the register to be loaded, the
second one specifies the addressing mode. Depending on
this mode, various CRL2 op ids can be used for the LD.W
operation. It is easy to see that mnemonic and opcode format are insufficient in this case to obtain a unique op id.
But even after considering addressing modes, there are
still some operations which can not be unambiguously identified so far. In particular, halfword arithmetical operations
have equivalent mnemonics and opcode formats, but do not
rely on addressing modes at all. The only difference between these halfword operations is a specifier like e. g. UL
denoting that an upper halfword of a register is combined
with a lower halfword of another register. However, these
few cases of halfword arithmetic can be handled easily by
performing particular checks for these halfword operations.
But even after this fourth stage of halfword operation
matching, there still exist LLIR operations which are not
unambiguously mapped to CRL2 op ids. The TriCore instruction set still contains few operations which can not be
classified unambiguously at all using the information available within LLIR. For instance, there are two versions of
the MOV operation:
MOV Dc, Db
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Figure 3. Loop Transformation Stage of aiT
mats correctly. As a consequence, a decision on the underlying opcode format has to be taken during translation from
LLIR to CRL2. In such a situation, our compiler framework
decides to assume the 32-bit version of an operation.1 After
this decision is finally taken, all LLIR operations are assigned a unique CRL2 op id. Hence, a complete translation
of our compiler’s LLIR into aiT’s IR is achieved.
Attention needs to be paid that the decision taken during
the previous phase described above is also considered during the subsequent compilation steps. When writing out the
contents of the LLIR into an assembly file, a line just like
MOV D9, D8

will be dumped. Eventually, the assembler processing the
assembly file next treats this line as a 16-bit operation.
Hence, the binary code produced by the assembler and the
CRL2 file analyzed by aiT would differ, leading to incorrect WCET estimates. In order to prevent this situation, the
decision taken on the bit-width of an operation is passed to
the assembler using particular assembler directives [6]:
.code32
MOV D9, D8

Loop Transformation
Second, the conversions from LLIR to CRL2 and back need
to be aware of a control flow transformation inherently performed by aiT. As already mentioned previously, execution
contexts provide higher precision of WCET estimates. Due
to the structure of CRL2, context information can only be
attached to CRL2 functions. However, context-related information is not only relevant for functions, but also for
loops within functions. For example, it is useful to distinguish individual iterations of a loop during WCET analysis
and to compute different WCET information for loop iterations, depending on e. g. cache states. This can only be
achieved if contexts are also applicable to loops. This is
done within aiT by moving loops out of their original function into a new dedicated CRL2 function which calls itself
recursively during each iteration (cf. Figure 3). This way,
aiT is able to attach context-related information to loops by
simply annotating the newly created loop functions.
However, this loop transformation stage has the effect
that the CFG structures of LLIR and CRL2 differ. Since
a CRL2 CFG may contain more functions than its LLIR
counterpart, there is no direct correspondence at the function level. When traversing the CRL2 CFG in order to import all WCET data computed by aiT into the WCC compiler, CRL2 functions may be reached for which no LLIR

MOV Da, Db

The parameters of these two operations are arbitrary data
registers in both cases. However, the first operation is 32
bits wide, whereas the second operation is a 16-bit operation. Since the LLIR does not distinguish the bit-width of
operations, it is impossible to classify these two opcode for-

1 We could also assume a 16-bit operation – the actual width does not
matter. However, it is important to feed the decision to the assembler.
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LLIR Component

function exists. Hence, the question arises where to store all
the WCET data attached at CRL2 functions within LLIR.
Basic blocks have a unique identifier in both IRs, namely
the label denoting its starting address. WCET information stored at the level of CRL2 functions is attached to
the very first basic block of this function within LLIR. For
CRL2 functions F also existing within LLIR, this has the
effect that all WCET data of F will also be available for
F within LLIR by just checking F ’s first basic block. For
CRL2 functions F 0 generated during loop transformation,
the WCET data attached to F 0 will be stored at that position
within LLIR where the loop represented by F 0 begins. This
way, all WCET information is stored exactly at those code
positions within LLIR to which the WCET data belongs.

(CFG, Function,
Basic Block,
Instruction )
LLIR Objective Handler
list<LLIRObjective> objectives;
addObjective( LLIRObjective );
LLIRObjective getObjective( ObjectiveType );
bool hasObjective( ObjectiveType );
...

LLIR
Objective
(WCET)
LLIR
Objective
(Energy)
LLIR
Objective
(...)

Figure 4. LLIR Objective Handling
methods in order to set and get objectives of a certain objective type. The structure of the LLIR objective and handler
mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4.

3.3. LLIR Objectives and Handlers
In a simple approach, all WCET data extracted from
CRL2 would directly be attached to the corresponding
LLIR components as described in the previous section, e. g.
the class of LLIR basic blocks would be extended by new attributes storing the execution count and the block’s WCET.
However, this approach is too inflexible for our purposes.
As already shown in Section 2, WCET-related compiler optimizations will have to deal with trade-offs between
WCET and other optimization criteria, e. g. code size [13].
In the future, we intend to extend the WCC infrastructure
presented in this paper towards a full multi-objective optimization engine. Besides the WCET data, the compiler
will thus have to deal with other types of information representing other optimization objectives. Hence, the simple
approach to just store this additional data within the LLIR
core classes like e. g. basic blocks in the future will require
the entire LLIR core to be extended and rebuilt. But since a
compiler’s IR is a complex piece of software, modifications
of its core should be reduced to an absolute minimum.
In order to be able to attach arbitrary data to the LLIR
core components without having to modify the core in the
future, we have extended the LLIR by a modular and flexible objective and handler mechanism.
An LLIR objective represents a container storing all data
relevant for the compiler in order to perform optimizations
for a particular objective. Besides its pure data elements,
methods in order to set and get the data stored within an
LLIR objective are provided. Additionally, each LLIR objective carries specific type information such that a WCET
LLIR objective can be distinguished from e. g. a code size
objective by simply comparing their type attributes.
Using inheritance from an abstract objective class, other
kinds of LLIR objectives besides WCET can be created easily. Arbitrary types of LLIR objectives can now be attached
to the entire LLIR control flow graph, to LLIR functions,
basic blocks and instructions. All of these LLIR components contain a so-called objective handler which is responsible for managing multiple LLIR objectives of different
type attached to the same LLIR component. In this way, arbitrary data useful for compiler optimizations pursuing different optimization goals can be freely attached to the LLIR.
The objective handler takes care that only one instance of
an LLIR objective with a given type can be attached to an
LLIR component, so that all data relevant e. g. for the object’s WCET is not scattered among various instances of
the WCET LLIR objective. The objective handler provides

4. Discussion of the Structure of WCC
The proposed architecture of our WCET-aware C compiler WCC has several advantages compared to previously
published approaches (cf. Table 1).
First, the use of both a high- and a low-level IR is extremely beneficial for WCET analysis and optimization.
WCET analysis inherently requires high-level flow facts
to be present. Previously published approaches recompute
these flow facts from a low-level IR. This approach is cumbersome and inelegant. The availability of a high-level IR
within our WCC compiler results in an overall simplification of flow fact computation since flow facts are computed
directly at the corresponding level of abstraction. In addition, there are several high-level control flow optimizations
potentially having a positive effect on WCET. For example,
procedure cloning making use of calling contexts is easier
to realize using a high-level IR than using LLIR.
Second, our WCC compiler does not rely on a proprietarily developed WCET analyzer. Instead, we were able
to tightly integrate aiT into our compiler. By coupling
WCC with AbsInt’s aiT, we do not use simplified models
of the target processor architecture at all. In contrast to
various other publications, no simplifying assumptions on
e. g. pipeline behavior and cache structure are made during
WCET analysis. This is ensured by the high quality of aiT
where the entire processor architecture is modeled with a
very high degree of accuracy. As a consequence, the WCET
data our compiler uses is highly accurate and precise.
Due to the accuracy and precision of the processor models used by aiT, a vast amount of WCET-related information is computed. Since both the compiler and aiT use
CRL2 as common exchange format, all this data is available
within WCC without limitations. Currently, we are able
to import the following data from aiT into our compiler:
global WCET of an entire CFG, calling contexts, contextdependent WCETs and execution counts of basic blocks and
functions, feasibility of CFG edges, overall WCETs of basic
blocks. Using the infrastructure presented in this paper, it is
easy to import all other WCET data from aiT to WCC like
e. g. value ranges of registers or pipeline and cache states.
The concept of objectives and handlers presented in this
paper allows to model arbitrary trade-offs within our compiler. Previous publications have already shown that it is
relevant to combine WCET optimization with other criteria like e. g. code size. Using objectives and handlers, our
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WCC
[4]
[7]
[12]
[17, 18]
[13]
[16]

High/Low- Tight WCET
Level IR
Integration
+
+
–
+
+
–
–
–
–
+
–
–
–
–

Automated
Flow Facts
±
–
–
+
+

Compiler Optimization Support
±
–
+
+
+

+

+

Complex
Processor
+
–

Avail. WCET Data
+
–

–
–
–
±

–
–
–
–

MultiObjective
+
–
–
–
–
+
–

Tested
+
–
–
+
+
+
+

Table 1. Comparison of WCC with Related Work
compiler is already well designed for this purpose, even if
this is part of our future work.

C level and at the LLIR level. This requires some kind of
back annotation of the WCET data stored in the LLIR up to
our high-level IR. Using our compiler structure with WCET
data available at all levels, several issues noted in the WCET
compiler wish list [3] can be tackled in the future.
Besides pure WCET-aware optimizations, we will consider multi-objective optimizations within our compiler in
order to achieve trade-offs between real-time constraints
and other optimization criteria.

5. Summary and Future Work
This paper is the first one describing a tight integration of
an existing WCET analyzer into a compiler infrastructure.
Using our techniques, it is possible to feed the assemblylike contents of our compiler’s low-level IR LLIR into AbsInt’s aiT automatically. This is achieved by translating
LLIR into aiT’s intermediate format CRL2. Since LLIR
is an assembly-level representation, some information only
visible at the linker level (e. g. exact opcode formats of operations having the same mnemonic) is unavailable. Hence,
care has been taken during the translation from LLIR to
CRL2 that the generated CRL2 representation of a given
program is fully equivalent to its LLIR representation, and
that the same holds for the final executable program generated by assembling and linking the LLIR representation.
After CRL2 generation, the WCET analyzer aiT is invoked automatically by our compiler. After its timing analyses are completed, the WCET data produced by aiT is imported into LLIR for further compiler optimizations.
In order to integrate WCET data within LLIR, a novel
mechanism for future multi-objective compiler optimization is employed. It allows to attach arbitrary data relevant
for compiler optimizations pursuing different optimization
goals to almost all components of the LLIR. For example,
this objective handler technique enables to store code size
or energy and WCET data within LLIR at the same time in a
flexible, modular and extensible way. This multi-objective
design of the LLIR is motivated by the fact that the design of
low-cost real-time systems requires performing automated
trade-offs between different optimization criteria.
Our compiler is equipped with an extensive testbench
consisting of 1,500 C files with 165,000 lines of code. The
WCC compiler successfully compiles this testbench, generates valid CRL2 and performs WCET computation using
aiT in the background. These tests serve as a proof of concept for the techniques presented in this paper and clearly
demonstrate the reliability and quality of our concepts.
As already stated in Section 2, a good WCET analysis
framework relies on the presence of high-level flow facts.
To make them available within LLIR, we need to compute
these flow facts within our high-level IR ICD-C, keep them
up to date during optimization and pass them through the
code selector down to the LLIR. Thus, the integration of
flow fact computation [8] and transformation [12] into our
WCC is part of the future work. Hence, the corresponding
entries for WCC in Table 1 are marked just with ±.
Of course, the main part of our future work is to develop
WCET-aware compiler optimizations both at the high ICD-
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Abstract
This paper presents the influence of the loop nest splitting source code optimization on the worst-case execution
time (WCET). Loop nest splitting minimizes the number of
executed if-statements in loop nests of embedded multimedia applications. It identifies iterations of a loop nest where
all if-statements are satisfied and splits the loop nest such
that if-statements are not executed at all for large parts of
the loop nest’s iteration space.
Especially loops and if-statements of high-level languages are an inherent source of unpredictability and loss of
precision for WCET analysis. This is caused by the fact that
it is difficult to obtain safe and tight worst-case estimates
of an application’s flow of control through these high-level
constructs. In addition, the corresponding control flow redirections expressed at the assembly level reduce predictability even more due to the complex pipeline and branch prediction behavior of modern embedded processors.
The analysis techniques for loop nest splitting are based
on precise mathematical models combined with genetic algorithms. On the one hand, these techniques achieve a significantly more homogeneous structure of the control flow.
On the other hand, the precision of our analyses leads to the
generation of very accurate high-level flow facts for loops
and if-statements. The application of our implemented algorithms to three real-life multimedia benchmarks leads to
average speed-ups by 25.0% – 30.1%, while WCET is reduced between 34.0% and 36.3%.

1. Introduction
In contrast to general-purpose systems, embedded systems often have to meet real-time constraints. The correctness of a real-time system depends not only on the logical
result of the computation, but also on the time at which the
results are produced. Besides the criticality of safeness of
real-time systems, the market demands high performance,
energy efficient and low cost products. Without knowledge
about the worst-case timing of a real-time application, the
designer tends to use oversized hardware in order to guarantee the safeness of the real-time system.
In recent years, the real-time behavior of embedded multimedia applications (e. g. medical image processing, video
compression) with simultaneous consideration of power efficiency has become a crucial issue. Many of these applications are data-dominated using large amounts of data memory. Typically, such applications consist of deeply nested
for-loops. The main algorithm is usually located in the innermost loop. Often, such an algorithm treats particular
parts of its data specifically, e. g. an image border requires
other manipulations than its center. This boundary checking
∗ This work is partially funded by the European IST FP6 Network of
Excellence ARTIST2.

for (x=0; x<36; x++) { x1=4*x;
/* y loop */
for (y=0; y<49; y++) { y1=4*y;
for (k=0; k<9; k++) { x2=x1+k-4;
for (l=0; l<9; l++) { y2=y1+l-4;
for (i=0; i<4; i++) { x3=x1+i; x4=x2+i;
for (j=0; j<4; j++) { y3=y1+j; y4=y2+j;
if (x3<0 || 35<x3 || y3<0 || 48<y3)
then block 1; else else block 1;
if (x4<0 || 35<x4 || y4<0 || 48<y4)
then block 2; else else block 2; }}}}}}

Figure 1. A typical Loop Nest (from MPEG 4)
is implemented using if-statements in the innermost loop
(see e. g. Figure 1, an MPEG 4 full search motion estimation kernel [9]).
This code fragment has several properties making it suboptimal w. r. t. worst- and average-case execution time
(ACET). First, the if-statements lead to a very irregular
control flow. Any jump instruction in a machine program
causes a control hazard for pipelined processors [13]. This
means that the pipeline needs to be stalled for some instruction cycles, so as to prevent the execution of incorrectly
prefetched instructions. WCET analysis is faced with the
problem to estimate whether a jump is taken or not. The
worst-case influence of this decision on pipeline and branch
prediction behavior needs to be taken into account. Since it
is very difficult to predict these control flow modifications
accurately, resulting WCETs tend to become imprecise the
more irregular the control flow is.
In addition, the way how conditions are expressed within
if-statements may also have a negative impact on WCET. If
conditions are connected using the logical and / or operators
of ANSI-C [10], they are evaluated lazily. For example, expression e2 of the condition e1 || e2 is not evaluated if
e1 already evaluates to true. Hence, each occurrence of the
|| and && operators implies hidden control flow modifications having a negative influence on WCET. This source of
unpredictability caused by the if-statements becomes even
more severe if the if-statements are located in the heart of
a loop nest as depicted in Figure 1. Here, WCET analysis
has to multiply the overestimated data computed for the ifstatements with the possibly also overestimated number of
loop iterations, leading to even more imprecise estimates.
Considering the example shown in Figure 1, loop nest
splitting is able to detect that
• the conditions x3<0 and y3<0 are never true,
• both if-statements are true for x ≥ 10 or y ≥ 14.
Information of the first type is used to detect conditions
not having any influence on the control flow of an application. This kind of redundant code (which is not typical dead
code, since the results of these conditions are used within
the if-statement) can be removed from the code, thus reducing sources of unpredictability during WCET analysis of a
program.

for (x=0; x<36; x++) { x1=4*x;
for (y=0; y<49; y++)
/* Splitting-If */
if (x>=10 || y>=14)
for (; y<49; y++)
/* Second y loop */
for (k=0; k<9; k++)
/* l- & i-loop omitted */
...
for (j=0; j<4; j++) {
then block 1; then block 2; }
else { y1=4*y;
for (k=0; k<9; k++) { x2=x1+k-4;
/* l- & i-loop omitted */
...
for (j=0; j<4; j++) { y3=y1+j; y4=y2+j;
if (0 || 35<x3 || 0 || 48<y3)
then block 1; else else block 1;
if (x4<0 || 35<x4 || y4<0 || 48<y4)
then block 2; else else block 2; }}}}}}

variables makes loop unswitching unsuitable for multimedia programs. The fact that only loop-invariant conditions
are considered implies that no valuable flow facts for WCET
analysis are generated during this optimization.
In [12], classical loop splitting is applied together with
function call insertion at the source code level to improve Icache performance. After the application of loop splitting, a
large reduction of I-cache misses is reported for one benchmark. All other parameters (instruction and data memory
accesses, D-cache misses) are worse after the transformation. All results are generated with cache simulation software which is known to be imprecise, and the WCETs and
ACETs of the benchmark are not considered at all.
This survey of related work shows that loop optimizations typically aim at improving temporal or spatial locality of caches and thus focus on ACET reduction. The influence of loop optimizations on WCET has not yet been
studied thoroughly. Loop nest splitting was originally presented in [6, 8]. However, these original publications solely
concentrated on the optimization of average-case execution
time and energy dissipation. The impact of the optimization
on WCET was not yet taken into account. Furthermore, all
control-flow related data computed during the optimization
process was discarded after loop nest splitting and was not
used during subsequent optimization or analysis steps.

Figure 2. Loop Nest after Splitting
Using the second information, the entire loop nest can be
rewritten so that the total number of executed if-statements
is minimized (see Figure 2). In order to achieve this, a new
if-statement (the splitting-if ) is inserted in the y loop testing
the condition x≥10 || y≥14. The else-part of this new
if-statement is an exact copy of the body of the original y
loop shown in Figure 1. Since all if-statements are fulfilled
when the splitting-if is true, the then-part consists of the
body of the y loop without any if-statements and associated
else-blocks. To minimize executions of the splitting-if for
values of y ≥ 14, a second y loop is inserted in the then-part
counting from the current value of y to the upper bound 48.
The correctly transformed code is illustrated in Figure 2.
As shown by this example, our technique is able to generate a very homogeneous control flow in the hot-spots of
an application. Furthermore, the algorithms briefly summarized in this paper enable the generation of precise highlevel flow facts for WCET analysis. This paper evaluates the effect of loop nest splitting on the WCET of selected real-life benchmarks. Loop nest splitting is done by
automatically transforming ANSI-C source codes. These
source codes are then compiled for the ARM7 processor.
WCET analysis for the resulting executable programs is finally done using the aiT WCET analyzer.
Section 2 of this paper gives a survey of related work.
Section 3 presents the analyses and optimizations of of loop
nest splitting. Section 4 describes the benchmarking results,
and Section 5 summarizes and concludes this paper.

3. Analysis and Optimization Algorithm

Structural C
Code Analysis

for(z=0;z<20;z++)
for(x=0;x<36;x++){
x1=4*x;
for(y=0;y<49;y++){
y1=4*y;
for(k=0;k<9;k++){
x2=x1+k-4;
for(l=0;l<0;l++)...
}}}

Original ANSI-C Program

Section 3.1

Condition
Satisfiability

Relevant Polytopes
Polytopes for Conditions

Section 3.3

2. Related Work

Section 3.2

Global Search Space
Construction

Loop transformations have been described in literature
on compiler design for many years (see e. g. [2, 13]) and are
often integrated into today’s optimizing compilers. Classical loop splitting (or loop distribution / fission) creates several loops out of an original one and distributes the statements of the original loop body among all new loops. The
main goal of this optimization is to enable the parallelization of a loop due to fewer data dependencies [2] and to
possibly improve I-cache performance due to smaller loop
bodies. The impact of this optimization on WCET has not
yet been studied.
Loop unswitching is applied to loops containing loopinvariant if-statements [13]. The loop is then replicated inside each branch of the if-statement, reducing the branching
overhead and decreasing code sizes of the loops [2]. The
goals of loop unswitching and the way how the optimization is expressed are equivalent to the topics of Section 1.
But the fact that the if-statements must not depend on index

Condition
Optimization

Optimized Polytopes

Section 3.4

Global Search Space
Exploration

Result Polytope

Global Search Space
for(x=0;x<36;x++){
x1=4*x;
for(y=0;y<49;y++)
if(x>=10 || y>=14)
for(;y<49;y++)
for(k=0;k<9;k++)...
else{
y1=4*y;...
}}

Source Code
Transformation

Transformed ANSI-C Program

Figure 3. Design Flow of Loop Nest Splitting
Figure 3 gives an overview over the techniques required
for loop nest splitting. As can be seen from this figure,
loop nest splitting relies on polyhedral models in order
to represent loop nests and if-statements. Polyhedra and
2

all P 0 need to be combined using intersection and union
of polytopes according to the structure of all if-statements.
Finally, this global search space G has to be explored
leading to the optimized result for loop nest splitting
(“Global Search Space Exploration”). Basically, this phase
selects a subset of constraints defining the global search
space G in order to build a final polytope R representing
the splitting if-statement. For the code shown in Figure 1,
the outcome of the global search space exploration is the
polytope R = {x ≥ 10} ∪ {y ≥ 14}.
The result R of global search space exploration is finally
used to rewrite a loop nest (“Source Code Transformation”).
For this purpose, the splitting if-statement has to be generated and inserted in the loop nest. Its then- and else-parts
are created by replicating parts of the original loop nest.

polytopes are defined as follows:
Definition:
1. P = {x ∈ ZN | Ax = a, Bx ≥ b} is called a polyhedron for A, B ∈ Zm×N and a, b ∈ Zm and m ∈ N.
2. A polyhedron P is called a polytope, if |P | < ∞.
Since polyhedra are systems of linear inequations, loop
nest splitting requires loop bounds and conditions of ifstatements to be affine expressions depending on the loops’
index variables. For a given loop nest Λ = {L1 , . . . , LN }
where each loop Ll is characterized by its index variable
il and lower / upper bounds lbl and ubl , loop nest splitting
computes values lb l0 and ub l0 for every loop Ll ∈ Λ with
• lb l0 ≥ lbl and ub l0 ≤ ubl , i. e. the computed values
must lie within the loop bounds,
• all loop-variant if-statements in Λ are satisfied for all
values of the index variables il with lb l0 ≤ il ≤ ub l0 ,
• loop nest splitting by all values lb l0 and ub l0 leads to the
minimization of if-statement execution.

3.2. Flow Fact Generation
Since the major part of the execution time of a program
is spent in loops, the iteration counts play an important role
for WCET estimation. Hence, it is crucial to pass precise information about the number of loop iterations to the WCET
analyzer in order to obtain safe and accurate WCET bounds.
As already stated in the previous section, polytopes are used
to model conditions and loops. Since polytopes are represented by linear inequations, the bounds of a loop Ll necessarily have to be affine expressions of the surrounding loops
for loop nest splitting. An outermost loop L1 is not surrounded by any other loop so that its bounds lb1 and ub1
are required to be constant. This way, it is ensured that the
loop’s iterations are allowed to be non-constant but still are
fully analyzable at compile time.
During loop nest splitting, polytopes are generated modeling the loop currently under analysis. This is done
straightforward by defining affine constraints for the lower
and upper bounds of the loop itself and for all surrounding
loops. In the resulting polytope, each integral point represents a single execution of the current loop body for one
actual assignment of values to the loops’ index variables.
By counting the number of integral points of these polytopes, the total number of executions of the loop body can
be determined exactly. For this purpose, so-called Ehrhart
polynomials [4] are applied to the polytopes.
Example: For the l-loop shown in Figure 1, a polytope hav-

The values lb l0 and ub l0 are used for the construction of the
splitting if-statement. The individual steps carried out during loop nest splitting as shown in Figure 3 are briefly described in Section 3.1 (cf. also [7] for a more in-depth description). Section 3.2 deals with the automatic generation
of high-level flow facts during loop nest splitting.

3.1. Workflow of Loop Nest Splitting
Since the analyses of loop nest splitting require that the
source code to be optimized meets some preconditions,
these requirements are checked in the very beginning. During this phase labeled “Structural C Code Analysis” in Figure 3, only suitable loop nests and if-statements having
affine bounds and conditions are extracted from the source
code. The output of this phase consists of a set of polytopes,
each of them representing a single condition occurring in
the source code. The core optimization algorithm consists
of four sequentially executed tasks that are illustrated as a
shaded region in Figure 3. In the beginning, all conditions
in a loop nest are analyzed separately without considering
any inter-dependencies among them.
First, it is detected if conditions ever evaluate to true or
not (“Condition Satisfiability”). For example, the two conditions x3<0 and y3<0 are eliminated from the code shown
in Figure 1, since they are provably false during each loop
nest iteration and are thus represented by empty polytopes.
Second, all satisfiable conditions are analyzed and an
optimized search space for each condition is constructed
(”Condition Optimization”). This means, that a polytope
P representing an original condition C is replaced by an
optimized polytope P 0 modeling a condition C 0 such that
C 0 ⇒ C holds. The goal is to generate P 0 in such a way
that C 0 is significantly simpler than C. For example, condition optimization detects that C 0 = x >= 10 implies
C = 4*x + k + i >= 40 for the loops of Figure 1.
In a third step, all polytopes P 0 generated during condition optimization are combined to form a global search
space G (“Global Search Space Construction”). This stage
is motivated by the fact that the previous phases only considered single conditions of entire if-statements in isolation.
In order to determine value ranges of the loop index variables, for which all if-statements in a loop nest are true,

ing the constraints 0 <= x < 36, 0 <= y < 49, 0 <= k < 9 and
0 <= l < 9 would be generated. This polytope contains 142,884
points. Hence, the body of the l-loop is executed as many times
within the entire loop nest.

This number of integral points is used to generate flow
facts for WCET analysis that exactly specify the number of
executions of a loop body compared to the code lying outside the outermost loop L1 . In the case of the aiT WCET analyzer [1] used throughout this work, annotations like flow
0x40007c / 0x40002e is exactly 142884; are created, where the given addresses represent the basic blocks
lying inside the current loop and outside the outermost loop,
respectively.
In addition, more annotations concerning the splitting-if
generated after global search space exploration can be provided to aiT. As already mentioned in Section 3.1, the final
solution of loop nest splitting is a polytope R which is used
to generate the splitting-if. The computation of the size of
R using Ehrhart polynomials leads to the actual number of
3
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Figure 4. Relative WCETs and ACETs after Loop Nest Splitting
as the ACETs of the benchmarks in the following.
In a second step, the source codes were optimized using our tool for loop nest splitting. The resulting optimized
source codes were processed in the same way as described
in the previous paragraph, leading to the corresponding
WCETs and ACETs after loop nest splitting. For WCET
analysis of the optimized codes, a specification file containing the flow annotations for loop bodies and the splitting-if
(cf. Section 3.2) is also provided.

loop iterations for which the splitting-if provably is true.
Since all loops are fully analyzable at compile time, the
number of iterations for which the splitting-if is not true
can also be computed. These two values are used to generate additional flow annotations for aiT precisely modeling
the control flow structures resulting from loop nest splitting.

4. Evaluation
In this section, the impact of loop nest splitting on
WCET is evaluated. For this purpose, the benchmarking
workflow is presented in Section 4.1. Benchmarking results
are given in Section 4.2.

4.2. Benchmarking Results
WCET and ACET
Figure 4 shows the effects of loop nest splitting on the
WCET and ACET of the benchmarks for the ARM7 using
both the ARM and the THUMB instruction sets. The figure
shows the corresponding values for the optimized benchmarks as a percentage of the unoptimized versions denoted
as 100%.
As can be seen from this figure, loop nest splitting is able
to reduce both ACET and WCET significantly. Concerning ACET, improvements between 6.4% (QSDPCM) and
54.8% (ME) were measured for the ARM instruction set.
Similarly, ACET is reduced between 11.5% (QSDPCM)
and up to 59.4% (ME) using THUMB instructions. On average for all considered benchmarks, ACET is reduced between 25.0% (ARM) and 30.1% (THUMB). These numbers
clearly demonstrate that the generation of a homogeneous
control flow within loop nests leads to increased average
performance since a large amount of code located in the innermost loops before our optimization is eliminated.
However, Figure 4 also shows that the WCET reductions
achieved after loop nest splitting have a similar order of
magnitude. Here, the gains reach from 4.4% (QSDPCM)
up to 86.5% (ME) when using 32-bit wide instructions. For
the 16-bit THUMB instruction set, reductions of WCET
between 9.6% (QSDPCM) and even 89.0% (ME) were reported by aiT. On average over all benchmarks, the reductions of WCET achieved by loop nest splitting are significantly larger than the corresponding ACET reductions. In
terms of WCET, average improvements of 34.0% (ARM)
and 36.3% (THUMB) can be reported.
Despite the fact that WCET is reduced more than ACET,
Figure 4 does not show an invalid WCET underestimation.
This is due to the fact that Figure 4 presents all results just as
a percentage of the WCETs and ACETs of the unoptimized
benchmarks. This way, it is legal to reduce WCET by 89%
and ACET by just 59%. For all results presented in this
paper, the estimated absolute WCETs are correct and safe
and are larger than the corresponding absolute ACETs.

4.1. Benchmarking Methodology
The techniques presented in Section 3 are fully implemented using the SUIF [16], Polylib [15] and PGAPack [11] libraries. Both GAs use the default parameters
provided by [11] (population size 100, replacement fraction 50%, 1,000 iterations). Our tool was applied to three
multimedia programs. First, a medical tomography image
processor (CAVITY [3]) is used. The second benchmark is
an MPEG 4 full search motion estimation (ME [9], see Section 1), and the QSDPCM algorithm [14] for scene adaptive
coding serves as third benchmark.
Since all polyhedral operations used [15] have exponential worst case complexity, loop nest splitting as a whole
also has exponential complexity. Nevertheless, the effective
runtimes of our tool are very low, only a maximum of 1.58
CPU seconds (CAVITY) are required for optimization on
an AMD Athlon running at 1.3 GHz.
In order to quantify the influence of loop nest splitting
on the WCET of the benchmarks, we considered an ARM7
based processor architecture. The ARM7 is a dual instruction set CPU having a 32-bit wide ARM instruction set and
a 16-bit THUMB instruction set. For both instruction sets,
the native ARM compilers armcc and tcc were used to generate executable code from the benchmark’s source codes.
Both compilers are always invoked with all optimizations
enabled so that highly optimized code is generated.
In a first step, the source codes were compiled for both
instruction sets without loop nest splitting being applied.
The resulting executables were passed to AbsInt’s WCET
analyzer aiT [1] for the ARM7 to obtain the WCETs before our optimization. In addition to the binary executable,
a specification file containing the exact number of loop iterations is also provided to aiT. In parallel, the same executables were processed by the cycle-true native ARM simulator. These simulations used typical input data for the
benchmarks and the resulting cycle counts are considered
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Figure 5. Relative WCETs after Loop Nest
Splitting without Flow Annotations

Figure 6. Relative Code Sizes after Loop Nest
Splitting

Of course, these differences in the average WCET and
ACET values are caused by the enormous improvements
of WCET for the ME benchmark. For the two other
benchmarks (CAVITY and QSDPCM), the WCET reduction scales with the corresponding ACET improvements.
This behavior shows that the achievable gains in terms of
WCET also depend on the overall structure of the unoptimized benchmark’s code.
For example, both ME and QSDPCM have a similar structure like that shown in Figure 1. The difference
between both benchmarks leading to the varying WCET
reductions is the structure of the code blocks executed
conditionally by virtue of the if-statements. For ME,
then block 1 and then block 2 just contain the assignment of a constant to a variable, whereas both elseblocks contain very complex array accesses and address
computations. Since these address computations invoke integer divisions and modulo computations, this code leads to
the generation of calls to runtime libraries. For QSDPCM,
the situation is vice versa – here, the then-blocks are more
complex than the else-blocks.
This slight difference has the effect that for the unoptimized ME, the WCET path passes through the else-parts
of the if-statements, whereas it lies on the then-parts for
QSDPCM. After loop nest splitting, the new WCET path
traverses the then-part of the splitting-if for both benchmarks. For ME, the innermost loop of this then-part now
just contains the assignments of constants. Thus, the new
WCET path of ME after loop nest splitting does no longer
contain the costly address computations mentioned above,
leading to the very high gains reported in this section. In the
case of QSDPCM, the innermost loop of the then-part of the
splitting-if still contains the complex address computations
after loop nest splitting. As a consequence, this complex
code still lies on the WCET path so that the gains in terms
of WCET are not as high as compared to ME.

search space exploration are essential for a successful
WCET minimization after loop nest splitting. Without
this information, aiT is unable to compute precise WCETs
from the optimized control flow structures. For all benchmarks, the WCETs without flow facts are worse than
WCETs before any optimization being applied. For the ME
benchmark, the degradations of WCET range between 4%
(THUMB) and 231% (ARM). For QSDPCM, WCET results without flow facts are even worse. Here, increases
between 743% and 767% compared to the WCETs of
the unoptimized benchmarks were measured. The highest
WCETs were computed for CAVITY. For this benchmark,
WCETs increase between 113,031% (ARM) and 113,953%
(THUMB) if aiT is not provided with the flow facts generated by loop nest splitting.
Code Size
Since code is replicated, loop nest splitting obviously entails a certain increase in code size that we do not want
to neglect. However, Figure 6 shows that these increases
are within small bounds. In order to measure code sizes,
the size of the text sections in bytes was extracted from
the ELF binaries of the benchmarks before and after loop
nest splitting. For CAVITY, code size increases range between 19.9% (ARM) and 15.9% (THUMB). Although the
ME benchmark is accelerated most, its code enlarges least.
Increases of just 5.8% (ARM) and 8.1% (THUMB) were
measured. Finally, the code of QSDPCM enlarges between
7.9% (ARM) and 10.5% (THUMB). On average over all
benchmarks, code size increases of just 11.2% (ARM) and
11.5% (THUMB) were measured.
For fine tuned embedded systems with hard constraints
on both worst-case execution time and code size, code size
increases might potentially be a severe drawback. However,
loop nest splitting offers inherent opportunities for solving this problem since it is perfectly suited for trading off
WCET with code size increases.
As depicted in Figure 2, loop nest splitting generates a
splitting-if like if (x >= 10 || y >= 14) and places it
in the y-loop, since this is the innermost loop of the entire
loop nest the splitting-if directly depends on. Within the
splitting-if, the remaining loop nest consisting of the k-, l-,
i- and j-loop can be found. Since the splitting-if does not
depend on index variables of this remaining loop nest by
definition, it is always legal to place the splitting-if in any
of these loops. This way, the portions of code replicated
during loop nest splitting become smaller on the one hand.

Impact of Flow Facts on WCET
The benefits of the flow facts extracted during loop nest
splitting for WCET analysis are depicted in Figure 5. This
diagram shows the WCETs resulting from the analysis of
the benchmarks after loop nest splitting, but without providing aiT with the flow annotations precisely describing
the splitting-if (cf. Section 3.2). Results are presented in
a relative way such that the 100% baseline represents the
WCETs before loop nest splitting.
As can be seen, the flow facts computed during global
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Figure 7. Possible WCET / Code Size Trade-Offs for Loop Nest Splitting
during its analyses. These execution frequencies can directly be used to formulate precise loop and flow annotations for the WCET analyzer.
The results presented in this paper underline the effectiveness of loop nest splitting. In terms of average-case execution times, it achieves improvements between 25.0% –
30.1%. However, even larger average gains are reported
in terms of WCET. Here, reductions between 34.0% and
36.3% were measured for an ARM7 based processor.
In the future, we intend to integrate loop nest splitting
into our WCET-aware C compiler [5]. Due to its multiobjective capabilities, it is perfectly suited to systematically
explore the WCET / size trade-offs of loop nest splitting.

On the other hand, it can be expected that less improvements of WCET will be achieved since more if-statements
are executed, leading to the mentioned trade-off.
Figure 7 shows the corresponding Pareto curves for the
ME and QSDPCM benchmarks. The x-axis denotes the relative WCETs of the benchmarks, whereas the y-axis shows
the corresponding relative code sizes (100% = unoptimized
code version). Each point is labeled with the loop in which
the splitting-if is placed. The code versions used to generate
all previously presented results are marked with y (ME and
QSDPCM). As expected, they lead to the lowest WCETs
and entail the highest code size increases. In contrast, code
versions j (ME) and y4 (QSDPCM) are the slowest but
smallest ones. In between these two extremal points, other
interesting solutions for loop nest splitting can be found.
These experiments show that it is worthwhile to study
possible trade-offs when applying loop nest splitting under
tight code size constraints. A more systematic study than
that presented here resulting in an automated approach to
explore WCET / size trade-offs is part of the future work.
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5. Conclusions
This paper puts the previously presented source code optimization loop nest splitting in the context of WCET. Loop
nest splitting removes redundancies in the control flow of
embedded multimedia applications. Using polytope models, conditions having no effect on the control flow are removed. Genetic algorithms identify ranges of the iteration
space where all if-statements are provably satisfied. The
source code of an application is rewritten in such a way that
the total number of executed if-statements is minimized.
It has turned out that loop nest splitting is highly beneficial for WCET optimization. This is due to the fact that
the quality of WCET analysis inherently depends on a precise description of the control flow of an application under analysis. On the one hand, precise high-level flow facts
representing e. g. loop iterations have to be provided. On
the other hand, assembly-level jumps modifying the control
flow are hard to analyze since the conditions under which
a jump is taken or not are difficult to analyze resulting in
imprecise worst-case assumptions.
The benefits of loop nest splitting on WCET are twofold.
First, the optimization by itself produces a very linear and
homogeneous control flow in the hot-spots of an application. As a consequence, the potential for applying the
imprecise worst-case assumptions mentioned above during
WCET analysis of the time-critical parts of a code is heavily reduced. Second, loop nest splitting inherently computes
execution frequencies of all relevant control flow constructs
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Abstract
This paper examines the problem of determining bounds
on execution time of real-time programs. Execution time
estimation is generally useful in real-time software verification phase, but may be used in other phases of the design and execution of real-time programs (scheduling, automatic parallelizing, etc.). This paper is devoted to the
worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis. We present a
static WCET analysis approach aimed to automatically extract flow information used in WCET estimate computing.
The approach combines symbolic execution and path enumeration. The main idea is to avoid unfolding loops performed by symbolic execution-based approaches while providing tight and safe WCET estimate.

1. Introduction
Real-time systems are systems in which the execution
time is subject to some constraints, which may lead to undesirable consequences when they are not respected, especially in hard real-time systems. The constraint validation
process requires the knowledge of the execution time or
bounds on the execution time of programs. WCET analysis is a popular approach used in the temporal constraints
validation of hard real-time systems.
Static WCET analysis performs a high-level static analysis of the program source or object code. This avoids working on the program input data. Static WCET analysis consists of determining an upper bound on the program execution time. For each component of the program (block,
task, etc.), an upper bound on the time of its execution is
estimated. This definition implies that WCET analysis is
only able to provide upper bounds on WCET values rather
than exact values. Therefore, WCET analysis must guarantee two main properties in order to keep real-time systems
predictable and their cost financially reasonable: Safeness;
and Tightness of provided WCET values.

Static WCET analysis proceeds generally in three phases
[4, 7]: flow analysis, low-level analysis and WCET estimate
computing. Flow analysis characterizes the execution sequences of the program’s components and their execution
frequency (execution paths). Generally, two types of flow
information are extracted. The first category is related to
the program structure and may be extracted automatically.
The second category is related to the program functionality and semantics. This includes information about loop
bounds and feasible/infeasible paths especially. This type
of flow information is complex to automate and therefore is
generally provided by the programmer as annotations [7, 2].
Low-level analysis evaluates the execution time of each program component on the target hardware architecture. The
calculation phase uses the results of the two previous steps
to compute a WCET estimate for the program.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the
next section presents the related work. In section 3, we introduce some concepts which will be used by the flow analysis approach. Section 4 describes and discusses the proposed block-based symbolic execution method. Finally, we
conclude the paper and present some perspective issues.

2. Related work
One of the most popular methods for static WCET analysis are based on path analysis. Path-based approaches proceed by explicitly enumerating the set of the program execution paths [10, 1]. [9] describes a method based on cyclelevel symbolic execution to predict the WCET of real-time
programs on high performance processors. The main drawbacks of those approaches lie in the important number of the
generated program paths which scales exponentially with
the program size. Another category of approaches called
IPET1 do not enumerate all program paths, but rather consider that they implicitly belong to the problem solution.
The problem of the WCET estimation may then be con1 Implicit

Path Enumeration Techniques.

verted to the one of solving an ILP2 problem [7, 11, 4].
All those approaches involve the programmer in the flow
information determination process, especially the flow information related to program semantics (feasible/infeasible
paths, loop bounds, etc.). Though the provided flow information may be highly precise, this is an error-prone
problem. [5] uses an interval-based abstract interpretation
method that associates ranges to the program variables and
allows to automatically extract flow information related to
program semantics. The method proceeds by rolling out
the program (especially loops) until it terminates, which is
very costly in time and memory. [8] presents an approach
for automatic parametric WCET analysis. The method uses
abstract interpretation, a symbolic method to count integer
points in polyhedra and a symbolic ILP technique. The approach seems complex in practice. In [6], an approach for
determining loop bounds is presented. They consider loops
with multiple exit conditions and non-rectangular loops, in
which the number of iterations of an inner loop depends on
the current iteration of an outer loop. However, they handle
only loops with the induction variable being increased by a
constant amount between two successive iterations. Moreover, only the flow information related to loop bounds is
determined. Symbolic execution is another technique for
automatically extracting the flow information related to program functionality. The program is rolled out which allows
to determine the values of variables as expressions of the
program inputs [3]. Symbolic execution-based methods are
capable to work with small programs, but are not well suited
for long and complex programs.
Our aim is to determine an approach which automatically extracts flow information related to program functionality and computes a safe and tight upper bound on the program WCET with a lower cost. We use a hybrid method
based on symbolic execution and path enumeration. Loops
are not unfolded, rather a path analysis is performed on each
loop block.

3. Flow analysis concepts
In the following, we present a set of concepts used by
our flow analysis approach.

       
We use the control flow graph (CFG) formalism to express the control flow of the program to be analyzed. The
source code of the program is decomposed into a set of basic blocks. A basic block is a set of instructions with a
single entry point and a single exit point. The entry point
is situated at the beginning of the block and the exit point
2 Integer

Linear Programming.

at its end. Two fictitious blocks, labeled  "!#$ and %'&)( are
added. We assume that all executions of the CFG start at the
*"! #$ block and end at the %'&)( block. Figure 1-b illustrates
an example of a control flow graph of a program where the
C source code is shown in figure 1-a. Formally, the program is represented by the graph +-,/.10325476 , where 0
represents the program basic blocks and 4 the precedence
constraints between them.

189;:=<>@?9ACBEDF<GC>?H IKJ
We use the notion of block where a set of blocks of level L
are grouped into a block of level LM=N . Complex blocks correspond to complex programming language features (loops,
conditional statements, functions, modules, etc.). The block
composition starts at the lowest level and may be recursively
carried out until the CFG level. Figure 2 illustrates the block
graphs constructed for the example of the figure 1. Formally, a block O of level L is defined by the formula 1 and
composed of: a number of sub-blocks ( 0QP ); a set of header
R T 0 , 0SPV
R T 0WP ); a set 4XP of edges connecting
blocks ( 0SPU
the sub-blocks; and one or more exit edges ( 47P Y T 4ZP ).

O;,\[$0QP]2^0 P R 254ZP*2^4 PY _`
(1)
Each block O of level L is defined by a block graph describing its structure. The O ’s blocks set 0 P is composed of
blocks of higher levels (acbdL ). The set of edges 4 P is
constructed as follows: each edge of the CFG connecting
two nodes belonging to two different blocks O]e and O5f of
0QP forms an edge of level L from O]e to O^f . Edges to blocks
outside 0WP produce edges of exit type. Redundant edges
are eliminated. In figure 2, in the graph of block O h g corresponding to the while loop, the edge %'i connecting the basic
blocks 0j0Zi and 070Qk in the CFG yields the edge %$il .
A header block is a basic block executed when the execution flow reaches the block for the first time. Informally, header blocks correspond to loop and selection condition test blocks. The set of header-blocks of the block
O hg is 0jP R ,['0j0 g _ (figure 2). We handle only wellstructured code programs yielding blocks with one header
block. When the execution of the block is terminated, the
control flow leaves the block through an exit-edge. The set
of exit-edges of the block O h g is ['%$l 25%'&)( _ . When the execug
tion of a block must be repeated, this is done by transferring
the execution flow to the header block through a back-edge.
The set of back-edges of the block O h g is ['% lm 2^% ln _ (figure 2).

o;SJCVCBpGq I  

A path in a block graph O is a sequence of edges in 4ZP
where the end-node of each edge is the starting-node of the
next edge in the path. In the following we refer by blockpaths to the one-iteration paths in a block O . We distinguish

void some_func(int n, int cond) {
start
start
int i = 1;
while (i < 2*n) {
if(cond)
BB1
break;
e1 (i<2*n)
e7 (true)
... //statements
BB2
cond
if(i < n) {
e3 (!cond)
e2 (cond)
i = 2*i;
BB4
BB3 break;
i<n
continue;
e (i>=n)
e (i<n)
4
5
}
i=i*2; BB5
i ++; BB6
i++;
continue;
}
e6 (true)
}
a) C source code.

i = 1; BB0
e0 (true)

i < 2*n
exit (i>=2*n)
exit
exit (true)

b) Control flow graph.
Figure 1. Example program.
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Figure 2. The block graphs of the example.
two types of block-paths: exit paths and loop paths. An
exit-path in O is a path starting at the header block of O and
ending by an exit-edge of O . Likewise, a loop-path in O is a
path starting at the header block of O and ending by a backedge of O . In figure 2 and table 1, the block O h g has two exit
paths: rhl and rl , and two loop-paths: rl and rlm .

g

l

Each block is executed a number of times (0 or more).
We use the notion of iteration to denote an execution of a
block, which is defined as one execution of a block-path.

4. Flow analysis approach
In this section, we describe our method aimed to automatically extract the flow information related to program
semantics. We use a data flow analysis approach in order to
derive values of variables at different points in the program.
The approach combines symbolic execution with path enu-

meration. The flow analysis is performed for each block
without unfolding iterative blocks. Rather than, the number
of times the blocks are executed is analytically computed
which reduces the complexity of the method. Only a subset of the symbolic states set of the program are computed
(states at the entry point and the exit points of the block).
Exit points of a block are the starting points of its exit edges.
A symbolic execution state may be represented by a
triple sut25vxwQ2^yvzb , where: t{,|[ sp} 2^% b~2 `*` ` 2*s
g g
}2^%$b _ is the set of pairs s}!#$(!O L1%2^%'& r)#%'*($b ,
where the variables } 2 `*` ` 2^}  have been assigned the exg
pressions % 2 ` ` ` 2^%  ; vxw is the path condition expressing
g
the conditions under which that path is taken; and yv refers
to the next instruction to execute. Initially, the input parameters are initialized using symbols and the other variables to
the special value I % . Symbolic execution of a program
takes a symbolic state and a rule which corresponds to the

current statement referred by y v and returns the symbolic
states resulting from the execution of the statement.
In order to ensure the analyzability of real-time software,
the flow analysis method imposes some limitations on the
handled programs. First, potentially non-deterministic and
complex programming language features like recursion, dynamic memory allocation and unstructured code are not allowed. Moreover, for instance the loop induction variable
update statement is limited to the form (Q,p!jZ( O . We
think that this restriction is compatible with hard real-time
systems, knowing that many works use more restrictive formulas [6]. Furthermore, the expressions can be easily extended to Presburger formulas.
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Each elementary edge % in the CFG is associated a path
condition vxw.1%6 which is a Boolean predicate conditioning the execution of that edge with respect to the program
state  at the source node of the edge. Likewise, each basic block O]O applies a block action 07j.GO]O]6 which represents the effect of the execution of all statements of the
block on the program state  (symbolic execution rules).
The path action of a block-path r denoted v~7.r6 is the sequence of the block action of all blocks constituting that
path. Likewise the path condition of a block-path is the
“logical and” of the path condition of all edges forming
that path. vxw.r6C,vxw.1% h 6I vxw.G% 6 `*` ` vxw.G%  6 .

g

g

In order to compute the path action of a block-path
r , we consider the set t@ of program variables assigned
in different blocks of r . Let 0j7.GO O$2}6 be the function
applied by the basic block O O on the variable }t
which represents the effect of the execution of all statements of the block on } . The action applied on } by r
( v~j.r2^}@6 ) is the sequence of block action applied by all
blocks forming r in the order they appear in r . v~7.r2^}@6C,
.107j.GO]O h 2}6 ` `*` ^0j7.O]O @ g 2}66 is represented by an expression of the form !}S¡O (for loop induction variables)
such that ! and O are integer constants ( ! b£¢ ).
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Paths are evaluated by decomposing each conditional expression vxw.r6 into elementary Boolean expressions related by logical operators. Each conditional expression % is
of the form (©r7%'& r)# , where ©r is a relational operator and
%*& r)# is an integer valued expression. For each expression
% , the following parameters are evaluated:

ª

Interval type: the interval is qualified as raised if ©r is
“ s ” or “ « ”, constant if ©r is “ , ” and undervalued if
©r is “ b ” or “ ¬ ”.

ª

Direction: if the variable ( is increased in the path action of r ( v~j.r6 ), the direction is positive and negative
if ( is decreased in v~7.r6 . If ( is never updated along
with the path, the direction is null.

The direction and the interval type are used to check for
empty end unbounded paths before evaluating the number
of iterations of the path. This step allows to determine the
path parameters ( !25O2^ and  ) used by the formula 2.
g
l
In figure 3, for the state ( t®,¯[s(©25° h b~2*s925°
g b
2 sd±]$I²2^° l b _ 2^vxwz,³° h «d° g MHN~¥° l ,´¢ ), and
the path r²l , there are two expressions % ,p° h «° M¡N
l ,µ¢ . The set of variablesg involved in g % is
and % ,µ°
l
l
g
[*( _ , v~7.r ll 2^("6,¶(C·¹¸( . Therefore the interval type of % g
is “raised” and the direction is “positive”. The number of
iterations is never empty nor unbounded. Then the number
of iterations y@ Y of the path r related to % and the resulting
symbolic state ºC Y are calculated.
In order to analytically compute the number of iterations
of a loop path r , we define the following suite } :

»

}h

,  g
}  ¼ g , !}  ½O¿¾VSÀ `
The number of iterations y is defined by the formula
 l M½ g ¬pÁ¡ÂÃ l h * . '¥,p}¼ g M½} . The right-hand
side of the inequality would be the greatest integer less than
or equal the expression 
l MÄ g .
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The number of iterations is then given by equation 2.
When OÛ,Ý ."N M!@6 , the induction variable } would
g
have the same value during the different iterations }  ,
 g ¾¯¬³¢ . Therefore, the number of iterations is unbounded ( y, Ü ). Let us consider the loop: $#.o(¥,
Nq^( sX,N*¢ ¢(Þ,´¸7W(CN'6 , the parameters characterizing the loop path are: !,¡¸25OF,HN 2^
g ,ÛN and  l ,HN'¢q¢ .
The algebraic tool evaluates the number of iterations to 6.
The final number of iterations of the path r is determined from the number of iterations of all elementary expressions of vxw.r6 as follows: y@ Y Ó^ß Y Ò ,´àÞáâI.1y@ Y Ó 25y Y Ò 6
and y Y Óã Y Ò ,àäæå.1y@ Y Ó 25y Y Ò 6 .
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The block-based symbolic execution proceeds in a postorder manner. The blocks of the level LIHN are evaluated
before the blocks of the level L . The evaluation of a block O
is performed in the following steps:

êjëGìIí'î
O hl
O lg
O hg
h
Oh
"©r

ïXðñ*ò
r hmm
r mg
r ml
r m
rhl
rlg
rll
r lm
rhhg
r h

óZôõö
%'&)(
%'&)(
%'&)(
%'&)(
%'&)(
%'&)(
LG©r
LG©r
%'&)(
%'&)(
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.G% m'm 6C,H
.G070Xi$6
.G% l 2^% im 6,.10j0Zi2^0j0 n 6
.G%'lg 6C,H.G070 g 6
.G%'hl 2^%'&)(6,.10j0 g 25O hl 6
.G%'hl 2^%$ll 25%$lm 6,.1070 g 2©O hl 2©O lg 6
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Table 1. Path definition and parameters.
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a- Path information The first step consists of determining a set of information characterizing the block. We determine the set of block-paths of the block. For each path a set
of parameters is calculated: path type (loop or exit path); the
set of edges forming the path; path condition; path action;
and finally for exit paths, the edge of the enclosing block
graph on which the flow will go after taking that path. The
starting point of that edge constitutes an exit point of the
block. This information is kept in a table where a summary
for the example of the figure 1 is shown in table 1.
b- Block evaluation The symbolic execution of a block
O is  performed by evaluating all the block paths v ,
O L1± r!×².GO 6 starting at the entry point of the block with
a symbolic state in which all variables used in the block are
assigned symbols. For evaluating each path r we use a symbolic state in which vxw corresponds to the path condition
of r . This step yields the set of the block exit states ºIP and
the number of iterations of the block (figure 3).
c- Path evaluation The path evaluation takes a symbolic
state  , the path action v~j.r6 and performs the algebraic
evaluation of the path using the formula 2. The result is
the number of iterations of the path y© and the generated
symbolic states º² .
Figure 3 illustrates the block-based symbolic execution
of the block O h g . Edges are annotated by the number of iterations applied by the path on the symbolic state of the
starting node. We assume that the variable ±]$I is updated in the “instructions” block but not  . The resulting symbolic states are the terminal nodes ( h 2© 2 `*` ` ) (figg
ure 3). Merging of states may be performed which allows to reduce the number of resulting states. Two states
 g ,jst g 25vxw g 2^yvzb and  l ,jst l 25vxw l 2^yv³b with
the same instruction pointer yv can be merged into one

state W,jsØt
t 25vxw  vxw 2^yv b . Merging of states
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Figure 3. Block-based symbolic execution of
the block O h g

may sometimes cause information loss. Then some pessimism will be incurred in the WCET estimate. Therefore,
a trade-off must be done between the WCET precision and
the number of generated states. States  and  may be
g
l
merged into one state m ( s¡t ,H[s (©2^°9h g b~2 sØ925° b~s
g
±]$I²2^°=< b _ 25vxw,° h «£° M½NC° «£°9hg «£¸q° b ).

l

g

g

g

These states constitute the block exiting symbolic states
whichh would be used in the evaluation of lower level blocks
(ex. O h ). Indeed, when the current block O(> is examined in
the framework of a block O of lower level, the block action
of the block 07j.GO > 6 is evaluated in one step.
h
When the execution reaches the block O h (higher level),
the variable ( is initialized to 1, then the incomplete
branches of the figure 3 are discarded ( vxw becomes !@LG'% ),
reducing thus the number of the block exiting states to only
3. Furthermore, it is possible to keep only the resulting
states maximizing the WCET of the block.
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In the case of nested loops, the number of iterations of
an inner loop may depend on the control variables of outer
loops and thus varies following those dependencies. The
worst-case number of iterations for such a block may be
considered always its limit. This may result in an important
WCET over-estimation. Therefore, the number of iterations
of an inner loop must be expressed in terms of control variables of outer loops values. The block-based symbolic execution approach is able to estimate a worst-case number of
iterations of such blocks without over-estimation.
Assume that the “statements” area of the figure 1-a comm
prises a block O h consisting of the loop: $#.CB£,d¢)9BØs
(5DB~W6 . One can estimate the WCET of the loop nest to
¸FE .G¸¥M\N'6 since ( starts with the value 1. When applying the block-based symbolic execution:  e H,js¹[ s
(525° h b~2 sØ92^° g b~2*sGBq25° m b _ 25vxwH,#'%Sb , the results
,js [s(©2^° h b~2*s92^° g b~2*sIB 2^° g b _ 25vxwu,
are  
!H
#'%3b with a number of iterations of ° g M ° h . When the
analysis reaches the top level (( is initialized
to 1), the num
Ò
l
ber of iterations is evaluated to Á e Ã (J ('Kz¸(ML Á le Ã - g ( .
g
l Ò
For example, for ,|N*¢ , the intuitive method yields 380
while our method provides the actual WCET 85.
In addition, the block based symbolic execution eliminates implicitly most of the program infeasible paths and
allows to express the WCET estimates as symbolic expressions function of the program parts input parameters (function parameters, etc.). The quality of the provided flow information is comparable to the one of symbolic execution
and abstract interpretation schema since our approach is a
symbolic execution method.

5. Conclusion
WCET analysis is a popular method used to validate the
temporal correctness of real-time systems. WCET analysis may be done statically on the program source or object code, which results in overestimated values. There-

fore, techniques allowing to tighten the WCET estimates
are required. However, these techniques are complex because they deal with program semantics.
We proposed a practical approach aimed to automatically extract flow information related to program semantics
which will be used to tighten the WCET estimates. The
method presents a reduced complexity in terms of time and
memory by avoiding unfolding iterative blocks. Moreover,
the approach provides tight values since it handles non rectangular loops and loops with multiple exit conditions and
eliminates implicitly most of the infeasible paths.
We are implementing a prototype of the method in order
to evaluate its performance. Furthermore, we plan to extend
the expression used to evaluate loops to Presburger formulas
and use the results obtained on those formulas.
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Abstract

to the execution leads to a large overestimation in shared
resource multi-task environments, where the worst case can
outgrow the common case by very large factors.
The contribution of this paper is a new method to investigate communicating tasks which issue a large number
of events during execution. We present methods to derive
the total busy time of an execution seperated into multiple
chunks, as well as the total busy time of multiple transactions over multiple resources. Both is integreated to find
response times of communicating tasks. We closely examine a static priority preemptive (SPP) scheduler and show
the improvement over previous work in experiments.
This paper is organized as follows: We will present related work on timing analysis in Section 2 and a new model
for communicating tasks in Section 3. Section 4 presents
our framework, which is implemented for a SPP scheduler
in Section 5. We present an example and experiment in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.

Many approaches to determine the response time of a
task have difficulty to model tasks with multiple memory
or coprocessor accesses with variable access times during
the execution. As the request times highly depend on system setup and state, they can not be trivially bounded. If
they are bounded by a constant value, large discrepancies
between average and worst case make the focus on single
worst cases vulnerable to overestimation.
We present a novel approach to include remote busy time
in the execution time analysis of tasks. We determine the
time for multiple requests by a task efficiently and and far
less conservative than previous approaches. These requests
may be disturbed by other events in the system. We show
how to integrate such a multiple event busy time analysis to
take into account behavior of tasks that voluntarily suspend
themselves and require multiple data from remote parts of
the system.

2 Related Work on Timing Analysis
Timing of real-time systems is addressed on different
levels of abstraction. We will first present approaches that
closely examine the tasks internal behavior. Approaches
that work on the resource level take these results as the basis for a schedulability analysis. Finally, system level approaches investigate the system behavior to derive timing
properties such as path latencies.
The timing analysis of individual tasks is commonly separated in two stages [7] [6]: Microarchitecutural modeling,
in which the timing of sequences of instructions is investigated, and program path analysis to determine which path is
executed in the worst-case. Memory or coprocessor access
times, or cache miss penalties are assumed to be constant
parameters in most approaches.
The interference of multiple tasks on the same resource
is considered in the response time analysis. The growingwindow technique is the prevailing method to solve worst
case response time equations which do not lend themselves
easily to direct solution. Originally introduced in [5], it has
been extended to include arbitrary arrival patterns and additional timing effects e.g. in [8].
In a simple version, with no blocking time and no multiple releases within a busy window the worst case response

1 Introduction and Overview
The analysis of the worst case timing behavior of systems is facing new challenges with increasing system complexity. In order to derive reliable bounds, overestimations
must often be introduced to reduce the analysis complexity.
However, this will either increase costs or thwart industrial
use altogether. Therefore, timing analysis must be sure to
cover realistic system setups with tight timing bounds.
A particular challenge is the behavior of tasks that
strongly interact with their environment during execution,
e.g. through memory or coprocessor requests: The waiting for such external requests introduces additional delays.
Thus the execution time can not be known without knowledge of these delays, which depend highly on system setup
and state. Furthermore, if the scheduler reallocates the
processor to other tasks, conserving the processor time, but
also additionally delaying the requesting task, the response
time can not be determined on the basis of the tasks core
execution time alone.
Also, the focus on absolute worst case response times
in system level analysis has impaired the analysis potential
of such tasks: Assuming requests to cause a constant delay
1

time W CRT (τ ) of a task τ with worst case execution time
C(τ ) on a resource with SPP scheduling is given by the
smallest time w that fulfills the following equation:
w

=

C(τ ) + Ihp (w)

basic blocks of linear code, branches, and loops, all represented in a control flow graph. Some worst case input
pattern leads to a worst case timing behavior as shown in
Figure 1a. The timing includes execution of instructions on
the processor as well as memory or coprocessor calls.

(1)

where Ihp (w) is the worst case interference τ can experience due to the execution of higher priority tasks within a
time window of size w.
Bletsas et al. have shown in [1] how to consider tasks
whose execution is separated into actual execution times
and known communication times in the response time
analysis. Their approach accounts for the parallelism in local and remote execution, in so far that the interference by
higher priority tasks is reduced by the ”gaps” during which
they wait for remote data. Still, the gap time is assumed
to be constant and independant of previous behavior, which
is not the case, e.g. when requests by different tasks are
pipelined.
System level analysis is necessary to derive the path latency of memory transactions, or other requests that pass
over multiple components of a system. To avoid confusion
with paths within a tasks control flow, we call paths through
the system chains.
The classical worst case response time calculation was
extended to distributed systems in [9]. Other approaches,
such as [4] break down the analysis complexity of complete
systems into separate local analyses and bind them together
with a description of the traffic (event streams). Attributing value dependent execution times (modes) to tasks [3]
can lead to better local response times, if the event streams
are enriched with a description of the type of events in the
stream. Any of these conservative approaches focus solely
on the worst case time of any single event.
The strict distinction between the different levels of abstraction was broken down in [2], where an integrated approach to perform program path analysis and derive coprocessor request latencies was presented, by assuming a
worst case scenarios for each request.

activation

activation
c1

c2
a1

finish
a)

c3
a2
b)

c4
a3

finish

Figure 1. Task execution model.
We assume that a communicating task performs data requests by initiating transactions (a1 to a3 ) though executing
an explicit instruction (CALL a), where a defines the target and type of the transaction. By calling an instruction
SYNC a, the task will be suspended until completion of
the transaction. We call the parts of a task during which no
external data is required consecutive execution sequences
(CES c1 to c4 ), each of which can be seen as corresponding
to the classical task concept. A CES will often be computation but may also be communication or data storage,
depending on the type of resource the CES is executed on.
A worst case task behavior exists that maximizes the
time until completion, including finishing of all CESs and
transactions. For the scope of this paper we assume that
the maximum execution time of each CES is known, and to
reduce the complexity of our problem that the amount and
type of incurred transactions is not data dependant. This
behavior is sketched in Figure 1b.
A transaction consists of an ordered set of events. Each
event is the signal that causes one CES on any resource to
become ready. This CES is then processing the event until
it is finished and thus not ready anymore. When the CES
is finished, the next event of the transaction becomes ready,
activating the next CES. The first event of the transaction
initiates the transaction and is given by the CALL instruction. The transaction is finished when the last event of the
transaction was processed. When a transaction is initiated
but not finished it is ongoing or ready.

3 Communicating Tasks
The presence of communicating tasks, which perform
system-wide requests during their execution, contradicts a
number of the assumptions of the classical analysis distribution, in which only “bottom-up” dependencies exist. The
main problem is that the worst case execution behavior depends on the system level influences that can not easily be
bounded before the execution behavior is known. If a conservative worst case can be found at all, it is many cases
a high overestimation of the average case. Also, voluntary
suspension of tasks can lead to additionaly scheduling delays. We will therfore introduce a model for communicating
tasks, that enables improved reasoning about the distributed
execution behavior.
The traditional task concept assumes tasks consisiting of

τ1 CP U1
τ2
τ3
τ4

CP U2

BU S
M EM

COP

Figure 2. A Multiprocessor Setup.
Figure 2 shows the setup of an example multiprocessor
system. Three tasks are mapped to processor CP U1 . Dur2

interference
execution
busy time
event
transactions a1 ,a2

M EM
BU S
a1
CP U1 τ2

ready

a2
waiting

ready

waiting

ready
ti

Figure 3. A distributed execution
The overall busy time is the total amount of time during
ing its execution, τ2 requires data from the memory M EM .
which either a CES or a transaction is ready.
A task τ4 on CP U2 also uses the bus and memory, interfering with the communication of τ2 . Figure 3 shows a posFigure 3 shows the execution of task τ2 , which consists of 3
sible Gantt diagram of this example. Task τ2 on CP U1 relocal CESs on CP U1 and initiated transactions a1 and a2 .
quests data from the memory two times, each time initiating
The dotted lines comprise the overall total busy time of the
a transaction consisting of 4 events. The processing of the
tasks CECs and transactions. The following theorem gives
events is delayed on the BU S and on the memory M EM ,
a overall busy time based on the definitions above.
due to τ performing similar accesses. As the overall time
4

window is larger than without transactions, increased interference (for example by higher priority tasks as experienced
by τ2 at time ti in Figure 3) occurs. The dotted lines denote
the actual overall busy time of τ2 which is the focus this
paper.

Theorem 1. The overall busy time of a task τ executing on
resource r during a time window of size w ≥ 0 is given by
w such that

4 A Framework for Worst Case Busy Times

E is the set of CESs that the task τ needs to execute locally
for completion and
A is the set of transactions the task τ initiates and requires
to complete execution.
r
SCES
(E, w) is the maximum total busy time for CESs E
and
Strans (A, w) is the maximum total busy time for transactions A under the assumption that all CESs and transactions can be finished within time w.

r
w = SCES
(E, w) + Strans (A, w)

We present a coupled analysis, that integrates the tasks
execution behavior with the system level behavior to find
the tasks response time. We set a specific focus on the
analysis of multiple transaction on the system level, and
the seperation of tasks into multiple parts on the local level,
which is the common scenario for tasks with remote data
requirements.
First, a worst case busy time analysis is introduced in
Section 4.1, which allows tasks to request data multiple
times during execution. This approach relies on the calculation of a local total busy time (generally addressed in
Section 4.2, and specifically for SPP in Section 5), and the
busy time for the memory transactions, which is calculated
in Section 4.3.

(2)

Proof. Assume that transactions are initiated at the very last
instant of each CES of τ . From the definition it follows that
as soon as the transaction is finished the next CES is ready
to be executed. This means that whenever no CES is ready,
a transaction must be ongoing or the task is finished.
As the maximum total amount of time that transactions can be ongoing is bounded by Strans (A, w) and
the maximum amount of time CESs are ready is bounded
r
r
by SCES
(E, w), it follows that after SCES
(E, w) +
Strans (A, w) the task must be finished.
If a task issues the transactions not at the end of a CES
but earlier, both the task and a transaction are ready at the
same time. This can only lead to a smaller total busy time.

4.1 Worst Case Busy Time Analysis
Extending the scope of the response time analysis from
single worst case behavior to conservative bounds of multiple events requires the introduction of new terminology.
Let the set of CESs of a task that leads to the largest local
execution time be denoted by E and the set of transactions
that is initiated by a task denoted by Q. Furthermore:

To solve equation 2 a growing-window technique as in
[8] can be used. Initially, a non-conservative value for w can
be picked. It will not be possible to perform all requested
computation in time, as it will take at least until SCES +
Strans to finish. This value is used as a new w and tested.
As soon as w is large enough to contain all busy times, the
assumptions are correct and the analysis has converged. An
example of this procedure is given in Section 6.

The total busy time of a set of CESs E is the total amount
of time during which at least one CES of E is ready.
Thus this is the union of the times during which any
single CEC is ready.
The total busy time of transactions A is the total amount
of time during which at least one transaction of A is
ready (i.e. ongoing).
3

the set of CESs to process is given by
[
E=
c(q)

The above theorem is valid independently of the utilized
arbitration policies, as SCES and Strans are unspecific. The
next sections 4.2 and 4.3 focus on the derivation of these
values.

Note that Eq. 3 is an overestimation as can be seen in Figure 4. Firstly, not every event must wait for the processing
of previous events to be finished as is assumed in the calculation of W CRT (c), rather the individual busy windows
overlap. Furthermore, not every request can experience the
critical instant of interference by other tasks, but only a certain amount of interference can occur in in the given time
window. We will therefore present an improved analysis
specifically for static priority preemptive (SPP) scheduling
in Section 5.

4.2 Multiple Event Busy Times
One property of the memory and coprocessor requests
adressed in this paper is that commonly many occur during
a tasks execution. We will investigate the case of the execution of multiple CESs in a given time window. Figure 4
shows the busy time of 4 CECs that are processed in a firstin-first-out ordering. The resource is also handling requests
by other tasks, which leads to delay due to interference. The
dotted line depicts the searched total busy time, which is the
union of the individual CESs’ busy intervals (R1 to R4 ).

4.3 Busy Time of Transactions
In the previous section we have investigated processing
of multiple events on the same resource. We will now turn
to the total busy time of transactions that consists of multiple events on different resources, Strans , in Eq. 2. For this,
we can build on the results of section Section 4.2 (and 5).
A straightforward bound for the total busy time of transactions A is the sum over the worst case response times
that each individual transaction would have taken. This
is again an overestimation, as the worst case interference
can in many cases not be imposed on every single transaction, and not every transaction may be delayed by preceding
transactions. An amelioration is achieved by Theorem 2,
where multiple transactions are investigated together.

Interference
τ
R1
Busy time

R2

R3

(4)

q∈Q

R4

w
Figure 4. Single Resource Total Busy Time.
The total busy time can be used for two things: Firstly,
it gives the maximum total amount of time during which
this resource can be busy processing CECs that are activated
by events that are part of a transaction. This is required to
determine the remote total busy time Strans of Theorem 1
and is investigated in Section 4.3.
Secondly, it is also an estimate on the local total busy
time SCES of a communicating task. The execution of such
a task consists of CESs E (see Section 3). Although the
CESs of a single task may not overlap, the total busy time
is still valid.
Tindells approach to response times for bursty job arrivals [8] is not applicable, as it finds the worst case response time only within a self-inflicted and continuous busy
window. In our case however nothing is said about the arrival times, so that events may also arrive completely separated.
Anyway, the worst case response time as derived in [8]
and similar approaches may be reused: For any scheduling
arbitration the maximum total busy time is bounded by the
sum of the individual worst case response times W CRT (c)
of the CESs c ∈ E.
X
r
SCES
(E, w) =
W CRT (c)
(3)

Theorem 2. Let each transaction in A consist of events to
CESs mapped to a set of resources R, and it is known they
can be initiated and finished within a time window of size
w. Let all events of the transaction on the same resource be
treated with a first-in-first-out principle. Then the maximum
total busy time of the transactions A is given by:
X
r
Strans (A, w) ≤
SCES
(EA
(5)
r , w)
r∈R

EA
r

where
is the union of all CESs that are executed on
r and activated by an event of the transaction A and
r
SCES
(EA
r , w) is the maximum total busy time of these
CESs.
Proof. Let Tr (c) be the time interval at which a specific
CES c on resource r is ready. The total amount of time that
resource r can be busy processing events is given by the
size of the union of all times at which at least one CES of
the transaction is ready on r.
As the transactions are assumed to be finished within a
time window of size w, Theorem 3 bounds the total busy
time of the CESs which correspond to the events in the
r
transaction by SCES
(EA
r , w).

c∈E

Similarly, the busy time required to process a set of
events Q to CESs on the same resource can be bounded. As
each event q ∈ Q causes one CES, c(q), to become ready,

[
c∈EA
r

4

Tr (c)

≤

r
SCES
(EA
r , w)

(6)

S

At times t, when RUN (t) 6∈ E, either no CES in E is
ready, or if one ore more CES is ready, they are kept from
executing by a higher priority task that is ready. Whenever
no CES in E is ready, B does not increase. The total amount
of time higher priority tasks can be executing is limited by
Ihp (w), and in the given scheduler, at least one higher priority task is ready, only if a higher priority task is executing.
Thus, whenever a CES in E is ready, it can not be kept from
executing for more than Ihp (w) within a time interval of
size w.
P Thus, the CESs in E can not be ready for more than
c∈E C(c) + Ihp (w) in a time interval of size w.
Compared to section 4.2, this is a better estimate of the
busy time of the CECs in E, as now the worst case interference in the given time window w in which all processing
takes place is only accounted once.
Note that the worst case interference Ihp (w) by higher
priority tasks which are allowed to suspend themselves to
request data is not given by the traditional ”critical instant”
of all tasks being activated simultaneously [1]. Instead, the
first interfering invocation has to be assumed to have performed all suspension before the beginning of the time window, which leads to an earlier possible activation of all successive invocations.

· Produces the union of included intervals.
| · | Is the sum of the total size of all included intervals.
A transaction along the chain is ongoing whenever an event
of the transaction is ready on any of the given resources
along the chain. Therefore, the busy time of the transactions
A is bounded by
Strans (A, w) =

[ [

Tr (c)

(7)

r∈R c∈EA
r

As the size of the union of intervals can not be larger than
the sum over the sizes of the intervals, equation 5 follows
from equations 6 and 7.
This framework allows to determine the worst case response time of tasks which require multiple data from other
parts of the system, and initiate transactions to fetch this
data. The total busy time of the transactions was determined, and the effect of the resulting voluntary suspensions
of the task into multiple CESs has been taken into account
in Section 4.2, albeit rather imprecisely. We will now improve the considerations about local total busy time in the
following section.

5 A Static Priority Preemptive Scheduler
To show the validity of the approach presented in Section 4, we introduce a simple static priority preemptive
(SPP) scheduler that arbitrates tasks with transaction and resynchronization instructions. Based on SPP scheduling, the
scheduler ensures that at every time point the task with the
highest priority that has all data required for execution, and
has not completed execution is executing on the resource.
Tasks may consist of multiple CECs, that receive the same
priority as the task. All CECs with the same priority are
treated first-in-first-out. For the scope of this paper, we assume that there is no blocking caused by shared critical sections, and the scheduling procedure induces no significant
additional overhead.

6 Example and Experiments
Consider the System in Figure 2 and 3. Let all resources
be scheduled with the SPP scheduling as described in Section 5. We are interested in the response time of τ2 . Assume
that τ2 initiate 5 transactions A to the memory. Let the period and jitter be according to Table 1, and the deadline of
τ2 equal to its period. Assume that τ1 is the only task on
CP U1 with a higher priority. On both the bus and the memory, the priority of the tasks handling τ2 ’s transactions are
lower than the interference (I41 , I42 , and I43 ) caused by the
transactions of τ4 on CP U2 , which occur with the period
and jitter as shown. Besides their transactions, let τ1 consist
of a single CES of size 10, and τ2 of one of size 50. Let the
execution time of any execution on the bus or the memory
be 10.

Theorem 3. Let a set of CESs E have the same priority
on resource r that is scheduled with mechanisms described
above. Let the processing of all CESs be started and finished within a time window of size w. Furthermore, let
C(c) be the worst case computation time of a CES c ∈ E,
and Ihp (w) be the maximum time tasks with higher priority
may be executing. Then the maximum total busy time of E
is given by the following equation:
X
r
SCES
(E, w) =
C(c) + Ihp (w)
(8)

Period
Jitter

CPU1
τ2
τ1
400 100
0 200

Bus
A
I41
n/a 100
n/a
0

I42
100
200

Memory
A
I43
n/a 100
n/a
0

Table 1. Example Setup

c∈E

Proof. The total busy time B is given by the sum of all
times during which at least one CES is ready. Let RUN (t)
be the task or CES chosen by the scheduler to execute at
time point t.
All times t at which RUN (t) ∈ E, a CES in E is being executed and must therefore be ready, thus
Pt must be included
in B. This can be the case for at most c∈E C(c).

A traditional response time analysis utilizes the worst
case time for a single request, each delayed by the
maximum amount of interference. This calculates to
W CRTBUS +W CRTMEM +W CRTBUS = 50+40+50
(calculation not shown). Thus for 5 requests a time of
5 ∗ 140 = 700 is required. Based on this, τ2 can not keep
its deadline.
5

7 Conclusion

Determining the worst case response time on the basis
of multiple event busy times yields much tighter bounds.
According to Theorem 1, the overall busy time is given by
CP U1
CP U1
SCES
+ Strans , where SCES
is denoted by SCP U and
Strans according to Theorem 2 is given by SBUS + SMEM .
Initially, it is assumed that all computation request can be
handled within a time window size of w = 50, which is
the core time of τ2 . If this were the case, the computation
on CP U1 , Bus, and the memory would take 80, 130 and
80 time units respectively. Thus, the computation can not
be finished within the assumed time window. A new test
is done with the time window size 290, which also fails.
This goes on until finally it is assumed that all computation
is started and finished in a time window of size 380, thus
the assumption holds, and a the worst case response time
of τ2 is found. This is an improvement towards previous
approaches, as the interference in the overall busy window
is only accounted for once.

To allow the analysis of communicating tasks that consist of local execution sequences and remote transactions
we have proposed a framework that integrates the analysis
over different levels of abstraction. We address multiple
events together and calculate an upper bound on the total
amount of busy time. This is both used for a tight estimate
on the transaction latencies as well as the overall time to
complete the task execution. Additionally, we presented a
straight-forward analysis that accounts for the properties of
static priority preemptive scheduling. For scheduling policies, where no such adopted analysis is possible or available, we have presented a conservative fall-back solution.
The experiments have shown how the consideration of
a larger time window and multiple events can significantly
improve the estimates on the worst case response time of a
task that issues multiple memory requests.
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Table 2. Calculation Procedure
We conducted a set of multiple request experiments to
show the gain of our analysis ins Section 5 over the sum
of worst cases approach. Figure 5 shows the estimated response times for a number of requests, from which it is
known that they occur within a time window of size 300. As
the number of requests increases, the total busy time only
increases by the added core execution time. This results
from the fact, that the complete possible interference in the
time window is assumed from the beginning. This is also
the reason, why the new method is inferior for N = 1, as in
traditional WCRT only the interference during the requests
busy window (not w) can interfere with the execution. As
both approaches are conservative, the minimum can be used
for an optimal analysis. The positive effect scales for transactions as suggested by the aboeve example.

Figure 5. Multiple Request Total Busy Time.
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Abstract

Introduction

The EU Framework VI EmBounded project (IST2004-510255) aims to automatically determine
strong resource bounds for high-level programming
language features. We aim to obtain formally verifiable certificates of bounds on resource usage from
a source program through automatic analysis.

1.1
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layer is used to structure computations using a
strict purely functional rule-based notation that
maps patterns to expressions. The coordination
layer expresses reactive Hume programs as a static
system of interconnecting boxes. If each box has
bounded space cost internally, it follows that the
system as a whole also has bounded space cost.
Similarly, if each box has bounded time cost, a
simple schedulability analysis can be used to determine reaction times to specific inputs, rates
of reaction and other important real-time properties. Expressions can be classified according to a
number of levels where lower levels lose abstraction/expressibility, but gain in terms of the properties that can be inferred. For example, the bounds
on costs inferred for recursive functions will usually be less accurate than those for non-recursive
programs, and cannot always be deduced.
Previous papers have considered the Hume language design in the general context of programming languages for real-time systems [13], and
specifically functional notations for bounded computations [12], described a heap and stack analysis for FSM-Hume [14], and considered the relationship of Hume with classical finite-state machines [17]. The main contribution of this paper
is to outline a worst-case execution time analysis
for Hume combining high- and low-level information, where source-level information on the costs of
recursive functions, conditional expressions etc. is
combined with machine-level information on cache
behaviour, pipelines etc.
We will illustrate the design of Hume with a
simple control example for a reactive system: the
controller for a drinks vending machine. Figure 1
shows the Hume box diagram for this system, and
the code is shown below. Note that * in an input
or output position is used to indicate that that position is ignored, and that all inputs and outputs
are matched asynchronously.

This paper describes ongoing work aimed at the
construction of formal cost models and analyses
to yield verifiable guarantees of resource usage in
the context of real-time embedded systems. Our
work is conducted in terms of the domain-specific
language Hume, a language that combines functional programming for computations with finitestate automata for specifying reactive systems. We
outline an approach in which high-level information derived from source-code analysis can be combined with worst-case execution time information
obtained from high quality abstract interpretation
of low-level binary code.
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Reinhold Heckmann†

The Hume Language

Our work is undertaken in the context of
Hume [13], a functionally-based domain-specific
high-level programming language for real-time embedded systems. Hume is designed as a layered language where the coordination layer is used
to construct reactive systems using a finite-stateautomata based notation; while the expression
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type Cash = int 8;
data Coins = Nickel | Dime;
data Drinks = Coffee | Tea;
data Buttons = BCoffee | BTea | BCancel;
-- vending machine control box
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Figure 1: Hume example: vending machine box diagram
use this model to produce high-level static analyses for determining bounds on recursive calls, iterative loops etc. In this paper, we use an abstract
machine approach, where execution costs are associated with abstract machine instructions, and
where these costs are related to Hume source forms
through formal translation. In this way, the mathematical cost model can be insulated from changes
in the concrete architecture, being effectively parameterised by cost information for each abstract
machine operation. A correspondence proof (omitted here, for brevity) formally relates the high-level
model to costs expressed in terms of the abstract
machine. In this way, we are able to prove that
the source level timing information we give here
is an upper bound on actual exection costs, provided only that the timing information for each
abstract machine instruction is a true upper bound
on the execution cost of that instruction, including effects of pipelining and cache behaviour. The
use of purely functional expressions within Hume
boxes simplifies both the construction of the cost
model and the corresponding proofs, by avoiding
the need for dataflow analysis, alias analysis and
other consequences of the use of side-effects. This
also improves the accuracy of the result.
As a proof-of-concept, we have chosen a simple,
high level stack-based machine, the Hume Abstract
Machine (or HAM). The approach can, however,
be generalised to other abstract machine designs
or to direct compilation, as required.
t p m
The formal statement V, η t0 p0 m0 e ; `, η 0
may be read as follows: given the value environment V and initial heap η, expression e evaluates
in a finite number of steps to a result value stored
at location ` in the modified heap η 0 , provided that
there were t time, p stack and m heap units available before computation. Furthermore, at least t0
time, p0 stack and m0 heap units are unused after
evaluation. We illustrate the approach by showing
a few sample rules covering key expression forms.
Variables are simply looked up from the environment and the corresponding value pushed on

box control
in ( coin :: Coins, button :: Buttons,
value :: Cash )
out ( drink :: Drinks, value’ :: Cash,
return :: Cash )
match
( Nickel, *, v ) -> ( *, v + 5, * )
| ( Dime,
*, v ) -> ( *, v + 10, * )
| ( *, BCoffee, v ) -> vend Coffee 10 v
| ( *, BTea,
v ) -> vend Tea 5 v
| ( *, BCancel, v ) -> ( *, 0, v )
;
vend drink cost v =
if v >= cost then ( drink, v-cost, * )
else ( *,
v,
* );

Functional languages have rarely been applied
to hard real-time systems, partly because they are
perceived as hard to cost. The most widely used
soft real-time functional language is the impure,
strict language Erlang [1], which has been succesfully used in many large commercial applications. However, there have also been attempts to
apply pure functional languages to soft real-time
settings (e.g. [24, ?, 25]). Few, if any, of these
approaches provide strong cost models, however.
Synchronous dataflow languages such as Lustre [6]
or Signal [11] have strong similarities with a functional approach, being similarly declarative. The
primary difference from our approach is that Hume
also supports asynchronicity, is built around state
machines, and provides a highly-expressive programming environment including rich data structures, recursion, and higher-order functions, while
still providing a strong cost model.

2

A Source-Level Cost Model
for Hume Expressions

Our approach involves producing a formally verifiable upper bound cost model for Hume programs
that is related to actual execution costs. We can
2

We have produced a prototype implementation
of an analysis for space usage with non-recursive
functions, based on this cost model [14], and calibrated against our abstract machine implementation. We are now working on extending the analysis to recursive functions and to include time information.

the stack. The time cost of this is the cost of
the PushVar instruction, shown here as Tpushvar.
Concrete values for this constant can be obtained
using either measurement-based approaches [2] or
abstract interpretation (see Section 3). There is no
heap cost.
V(x) = `
V, η

t0 + Tpushvar p0 + 1 m
t0
p0
m

x ; `, η

(Variable)

3

There are three rules for conditionals: two symmetric cases where the condition is true or false,
respectively; and a third case to deal with exceptions (omitted here). In the case of a true/false
condition the time cost is the cost of evaluating
the conditional expression, plus the cost of evaluating an If instruction Tiftrue/Tiffalse plus
the cost of executing the true/false branch, plus
the cost of a goto if the condition is false.
V, η

t1 p m
t01 p0 m0

Our objective is to develop a combined high- and
low- level analysis for worst-case execution time.
We will achieve this by extending the stack and
heap cost model presented above with the addition
of parameters representing actual timing costs.
Our ultimate aim is to produce accurate worst-case
cost information from source level programs.
The AbsInt aiT tool (described below) uses abstract interpretation to efficiently compute a safe
approximation for all possible cache and pipeline
states that can occur at a given program point.
These results can be combined with ILP (Integer
Linear Programming) techniques to safely predict
the worst-case execution time and a corresponding
worst-case execution path.
The AbsInt analysis works at a code snippet
level, analyzing imperative C-style code snippets
to derive safe upper bounds on the worst-case time
behavior. Whilst the AbsInt analysis works at
a level that is more abstract than simple basic
blocks, providing analyses for loops, conditionals
and non-recursive subroutines, it is not presently
capable of managing the complex forms of recursion which occur in functional languages such as
Hume. We are thus motivated to link the two levels of analysis, combining information on recursion
bounds and other high-level constructs from the
Hume source analysis with the low-level worst-case
execution time analysis from the AbsInt analysis.

e1 ; `, η 0

η 0 (`) = (bool, ff)
V, η 0

t01 − Tiffalse p0 + 1
t03
p00
t1
V, η t03 − Tgoto

m0
m00 e3
p m
p00 m00

; `00 , η 00

if e1 then e2 else e3 ; `00 , η 00
(Conditional False)
The Call rule deals with calls to some function
f id, whether or not this is recursive. Each argument to the call is evaluated, and then the function is applied used App. The cost of the call
is Tcall and the cost of completing the call is
Tslide, where the underlying Slide instruction
removes function arguments from the stack, whilst
preserving the return value.
V, η(i−1)

t(i−1) p(i−1) m(i−1)
ti
pi
mi

ei ; `i , ηi

App fid , [`k , . . . , `1 ] ; `, η 0

tk − Tcall pk mk
t0a
p0 m0
p0
m0
t0
V, η0 t0a − Tslide p0 + k m0

V, ηk

WCET Analysis using Abstract Interpretation

3.1

fid ek · · · e1 ; `, η 0
(Call)

WCET Prediction

Static determination of worst-case execution time
(WCET) in real-time systems is an essential part
of the analyses of overall response time and of quality of service [4, 18]. However, WCET analysis is a
challenging issue, as the complexity of interaction
between the software and hardware system components often results in very pessimistic WCET
estimates. For modern architectures such as the
Motorola PPC755, for example, WCET prediction
based on simple weighted instruction counts may
result in an over-estimate of time usage by a factor
of 250. Obtaining high-quality WCET results is
important to avoid seriously over-engineering realtime embedded systems, which would result in con-

These rules can be easily extended to cover other
expression forms and boxes, so giving a complete
cost model for Hume. From this cost model, it is
possible to derive a number of behavioural properties. The most important are that the cost model
correctly captures the potential change in time and
memory usage and that the result of execution is
always left as an extra value on the stack. In order
to produce this proof, we construct a formal translation from Hume to HAM, and prove for each case
that the costs of the HAM translation are precisely
captured in the cost model for the Hume source.
3

instructions accessing memory;
• Cache Analysis classifies memory references
as cache misses or hits [10];
• Pipeline Analysis predicts the behavior of
the program on the processor pipeline [16];
• Path Analysis determines a worst-case execution path of the program [22].
The cache analysis phase uses the results of the
value analysis phase to predict the behavior of the
(data) cache based on the range of values that can
occur in the program. The results of the cache
analysis are then used within the pipeline analysis to allow prediction of those pipeline stalls that
may be due to cache misses. The combined results of the cache and pipeline analyses are used
to compute the execution times of specific program paths. By separating the WCET determination into several phases, it becomes possible to
use different analysis methods that are tailored to
the specific subtasks. Value analysis, cache analysis, and pipeline analysis are all implemented using abstract interpretation [7], a semantics-based
method for static program analysis. Integer linear programming is then used for the final path
analysis phase.
The techniques described above have been incorporated into AbsInt’s aiT WCET analyzer tools,
that are widely used in industry [20, 5, 8, 27, 19].
For example, they have been used to demonstrate
the correct timing behavior of the new Airbus
A380 fly-by-wire computer software in a certification process according to DO178B level A [23, 21].
For this purpose, aiT for MPC755 and aiT for
TMS320C33 will be qualified as verification tools
according to DO178B.

Figure 2: Phases of WCET computation
siderable and unnecessary hardware costs for the
large production runs that are often required.
Three competing technologies can be used for
worst-case execution time analysis: experimental (or testing-based) approaches [26], probabilistic
measurement [2, 3] and static analysis. Experimental approaches determine worst-case execution
costs by (repeated and careful) measurement of
real executions, using either software or hardware
monitoring. However, they cannot guarantee upper bounds on execution cost. Probabilistic approaches similarly do not provide absolute guaranteed upper bounds, but are cheap to construct
and deliver more accurate costs than simple experimental approaches [2].
Motivated by the problems of measurementbased methods for WCET estimation, AbsInt
GmbH has investigated a new approach based on
static program analysis [16, 15]. The approach
relies on the computation of abstract cache and
pipeline states for every program point and execution context using abstract interpretation. These
abstract states provide safe approximations for all
possible concrete cache and pipeline states, and
provide the basis for an accurate timing of hardware instructions, which leads to safe and precise
WCET calculations that are valid for all executions
of the application.

3.2

3.3

Linking the Analyses

In order to link the two levels of analysis, we must
base the costs for time potentials in the cost model
(Tpushvar etc) on actual times for execution on
the Hume Abstract Machine using information obtained from the aiT tool. In this way, we will have
constructed a complete time cost model and analysis from Hume source to actual machine code.
Pragmatically, in order to obtain timing information from the aiT tool, our high level analysis
must be adapted to output information on the limits on recursion bounds and other high-level constraints derived from the program source that can
be fed to the aiT tool using its native system specification language (aiS). This information must be
provided in terms of the compiled executable code
that has been produced from the Hume source
rather than directly from the source itself. It will

Phases of WCET Computation

In AbsInt’s approach [9] the WCET of a program
task is determined in several phases (see Figure 2):
• CFG Building decodes, i.e. identifies instructions, and reconstructs the control-flow
graph (CFG) from an executable binary program;
• Value Analysis computes address ranges for
4

Cost

Tiftrue
Tiffalse
Tpushvar
Tmatchint
Tmatchedrule
Tmatchrule
Tmatchnone
Tconsumeset
Tmkint
Tcopyarg

aiT bound
for M32
(cycles)
30
30
109
30. . .32
11
22
11
82
220 . . . 223
110

4

Prob. bound
for PPC
(µs)
0.051
0.051
0.110
0.047
0.039
0.053
0.040
—
0.046
0.045

Conclusions

We have introduced Hume and shown how a cost
model can be constructed to expose time, stack
and heap cost information. We have also outlined how our work can be extended in order to
synthesise worst-case execution time costs using
a combination of source- and binary-based analysis. Our work is formally based and motivated:
we aim to construct formal models of behaviour at
source program and abstract machine levels; have
provided elsewhere a formal translation between
these levels; and will synthesise actual worst-case
execution time costs using abstract interpretation
of binary programs.

Figure 3: WCET bounds on HAM instructions
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P ap aB e n ch : A F re e R e al-T im e B e n ch m ark
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WC E T b enc hmark s [7 , 8 ] sinc e the task s enc ou ntered are
c lose to those ru nning in real av ionic systems.
T he rest of this p ap er is organiz ed as follow s.
S ec tion 2 p rov ides a c omp lete desc rip tion of P ap araz z i.
S ec tion 3 p resents ou r P ap aB enc h model in A A D L [9 ,
10 ], w hic h map s the P ap araz z i C sou rc es into a list of
task s and interru p ts. S ec tion 4 desc rib es the P ap aB enc h
genesis, the adap tation to c omp ile this b enc hmark on
different arc hitec tu re and the map p ing of the ap p lic ation
sou rc es w ith the A A D L model. We c omp are ou r
b enc hmark w ith ex isting real-time b enc hmark s in sec tion
5 and sec tion 6 c onc lu des this p ap er.

Abstract
This paper presents PapaBench, a free real-time
b enchmark and co mpares it w ith the ex isting b enchmark
su ites. It is d esig ned to b e v alu ab le fo r ex perimental
w o rk s in W C E T co mpu tatio n and may b e also u sefu l fo r
sched u ling analy sis. This b enchmark is b ased o n the
Paparaz z i pro ject that represents a real-time applicatio n,
d ev elo ped to b e emb ed d ed o n d ifferent U nmanned A erial
V ehicles (U A V ).
In this paper, w e ex plain the transfo rmatio n pro cess
o f Paparaz z i applied to o b tain the PapaBench. W e
pro v id e a hig h lev el A A D L mo d el, w hich reflects the
b ehav io r o f each sy stem co mpo nent and their
interactio ns.
A s the so u rce pro ject Paparaz z i, PapaBench is
d eliv ered u nd er the G N U license and is freely av ailab le to
all researchers. U nlik e o ther u su al b enchmark s w id ely
u sed fo r W C E T co mpu tatio n, this o ne is b ased o n a real
and co mplete real-time emb ed d ed applicatio n.

2 . T h e P ap araz z i P ro je ct
T he " P ap araz z i" p rojec t, c reated in 2 0 0 3 b y P . B risset
and A . D rou in [11, 12 ], is an attemp t to b u ild a c heap
fix ed-w ing au tonomou s U A V ex ec u ting a p redefined
mission. It dev elop s a c omp lete system hardw are and
softw are that may b e installed on a v ariety of airc rafts.
S u c h a system has limited au tonomies, a 2 -5 k g total
airc raft w eight, a 2 5 k m max imu m f light distanc e, a
one hou r f light du ration, a 5 0 k m/h max imu m sp eed and
a 5 0 0 g max imu m p ayload.

1 . I n tro d u ctio n
When designing a real-time system, it is mandatory to
hav e a p redic tab le timing of the system. While
u nderestimating the ex ec u tion time of task s may c au se
c atastrop hic disasters esp ec ially in c ritic al hard real-time
systems, ov erestimating the ex ec u tion time may also
c au se an ov ersiz ing of the ru nning hardw are.
T o p rov e these timing c onstraints, it is essential to
k now the Worst C ase E x ec u tion T ime (WC E T ) of a
p rogram ru nning on a p artic u lar hardw are system. T he
real-time system designers u se it to c hec k the timing
deadlines satisfac tion of the task s w hile many real-time
op erating systems rely on this information to p erform
sc hedu ling. M oreov er, in emb edded system design,
the WC E T of the softw are is often req u ired in order to
dec ide how to p artition hardw are / softw are.
A s any p iec e of softw are, the WC E T c omp u tation
needs to b e ex p erimented, ev alu ated and c omp ared.
T o ac hiev e this goal, this p ap er introdu c es P ap aB enc h, a
real time b enc hmark , desc rib ing a c omp lete emb edded
system driv ing a U A V . D esigned to b e a v alu ab le b ase for
ex p erimental w ork in the WC E T c omp u tation b y static
[1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ] or dynamic [6 ] analyses, it may b e also v ery
u sefu l for sc hedu ling analysis of ap p lic ations sinc e it
p rov ides c onc rete task s and interru p ts w ith their timing
c onstraints and p rec edenc e ru les. T his b enc hmark w ill
mak e ex p erimental resu lts more realistic than ex isting
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Figu r e 1 : Paparaz z i
It c omp rises an emb edded system and a grou nd
station as show n in F igu re 1. T he emb edded system
c onsists of a c ontrol c ard, a G P S rec eiv er ( b lox S A M -L S
w ith 16 c hannels), a tw o-ax is differential infrared sensor,
a radio transmitter and serv o-c ommands c ontrolling gaz
and w ings. We hav e also a list of dev ic es su p p lying
v oltage, p ressu re, heading and so on.
T he c ontrol c ard is designed as a b i-p roc essor
arc hitec tu re, sep arating the radio / serv o c ommands
management from the au top ilot task , holding tw o R IS C ,
A T M E L A V R mic ro-c ontrollers [13 ]. M C U 1 (A T M ega8 ,
c alled F ly-B y-Wire) featu res a 16 M H z / 16 M IP S
p roc essor w ith 1 K b S R A M , a 8 K b f lash memory and
5 12 b ytes E E P R O M , that manages radio-c ommand orders
1

and servo-commands. MCU0 (ATMega128, called
Au top ilot) p rovides a 16 MH z / 16 MIP S p rocessor w ith
4 K b S R AM, 128 K b f lash memory and 4 K b E E P R O M.
It ru ns th e navigation and stab iliz ation task s of th e
aircraft. Th e micro-controllers are inter-connected b y a
S P I serial link in a master (MCU0) / slave (MCU1) mode.
Th e grou nd station consists of a u su al radiocommand, a radio receiver and a lap top . Th e au dio and
video ch annels of th e receiver are resp ectively connected
to th e lap top and to a video tap e recorder. Th e lap top
receives information ab ou t th e ru nning mission w h ile a
variety of interfaces visu aliz e th e f ligh t p arameters, th e
f ligh t p ath and all th e messages h eld b y th e aircraft.
Alth ou gh th e grou nd station is largely develop ed,
w e are only interested in th e emb edded sy stem th at
constitu tes th e core of ou r b ench mark . Indeed, th e grou nd
station softw are does not ex h ib it any h ard real-time code.
Th e emb edded sy stem h as tw o b asic op eration
modes: " manu al" mode and " au tomatic" mode. In
" manu al" mode, MCU1 receives th e radio-command
instru ctions from th e grou nd station and disp atch es th em
to MCU0. MCU0 analy ses th is information, p erforms th e
stab iliz ation and retu rns th e f ligh t commands to th e
MCU1 th at transmits th em to th e servos.
O n th e oth er h and, in " au tomatic" mode, MCU0
manages th e aircraft navigation u sing th e G P S and th e
infrared sensor w h ile MCU1 only receives th e f ligh t
commands and transmits th em to th e servos. In th is mode,
th e aircraft h as a sp ecific mission defined in a h igh level
langu age. Th ereb y , th ere are th ree control levels: th e
mission, th e navigation and th e stab iliz ation.
If MCU0, p ossib ly crash ed, sends no more commands
and th e radio-command is u nreach ab le, th e sy stem
sw itch es to th e failsafe mode: th e engines are stop p ed and
th e aircraft glides to th e grou nd.
In conclu sion, P ap araz z i is a realistic real-time
emb edded sy stem ex h ib iting a q u ite comp lex b eh avior.
Y et, u nlik e most eq u ivalent indu strial sy stems, th e sou rces
are freely availab le.

sy stems. It covers th e domain of distrib u ted mu ltip lep rocessor h ardw are arch itectu res as fou nd in avionics,
rob otics and au tomotive.
A sy stem modelled in AAD L consists of an
ap p lication softw are map p ed to an ex ecu tion p latform.
It describ es h ow
comp onents are comb ined into
su b sy stems, h ow th ey interact and h ow th ey are allocated
to h ardw are comp onents.
AAD L h as ten b asic comp onent's ty p es divided into
th ree categories: softw are, h ardw are and comp osite. D ata,
th read, th read grou p , p rocess and su b p rogram constitu te
th e first category . Th e h ardw are category h olds
p rocessors, memories, b u ses and devices. Th e “ sy stem” is
th e only comp osite element.
3.2 . AADL U s a g e
An AAD L model dep icts th e overall ap p lication w ith
an accu rate model of th e w h ole emb edded sy stem. As
AAD L p rovides a tex tu al and grap h ical view of th e
sy stem, th e u ser can easily u nderstand th e internal
ap p lication w ork .
Moreover, th e w ell-defined AAD L langu age and its
op enness may b e u sed to p erform au tomatic p rocessing.
F or ex amp le, different sch edu les may b e generated from
th e descrip tion: in ou r ex p erimentation, w e p lan to u se
CH E D D AR [14 ] for th is task . In p articu lar, w e p lan to u se
th e sch edu ling resu lts and th e AAD L model of th e
ap p lication to analy se th e W CE T of a w h ole ap p lication
ru nning cy cle. Th is analy sis may b e u sed to evalu ate th e
fu ll sy stem w ork load or to h andle h ardw are dep endencies
b etw een task s in order to imp rove th e W CE T accu racy .
F inally , alth ou gh th e model is b ased on a real
ap p lication and w h ile w e do not p erform fu nctional
simu lation, w e h ave some freedom to ch ange it according
to ou r ex p erimentation needs. W e may add / delete
comp onents, ch ange comp onents p rop erties and / or add
new p rop erties to evalu ate ap p lication p arameters. As w e
are esp ecially interested in timing constraints in W CE T
and sch edu ling analy sis, an AAD L model can b e very
u sefu l to evalu ate th ese p rop erties w ith ou t h aving to
ch ange th e ap p lication stru ctu re.

3. Modeling with AADL
Unlik e oth er W CE T b ench mark s, P ap aB ench is close
to actu al ru nning sy stems, rendering th e ex p erimentation
resu lts more realistic and mak ing it p ossib le also to
h andle real effects of task ch aining. In order to cop e w ith
th e P ap araz z i emb edded sy stem, w e h ave first p rodu ced
an AAD L model describ ing th e w h ole sy stem. Unlik e
oth er b ench mark s, P ap aB ench is not a collection of
indep endent p rograms b u t p rovides a fu ll ap p lication.
Conseq u ently , w e need a w ay to sp lit it in task s and to
model th e dy namic b eh avior of th e sy stem: AAD L is
w idely u sed in avionics field to ach ieve th is goal.

3.3. P a p a r a z z i AADL M od e l
W e fou nd th e different control levels and th e
corresp onding timing constraints in th e rep ort on th e
P ap araz z i p roject [11].
B ased on th is reference, and after analy z ing th e C files of
th e emb edded softw are, w e h ave identified a list of task s
ex ecu ted in th is ap p lication as w ell as th eir timing
constraints and th eir p recedence ru les. W e h ave also
determined th e interru p ts u sed to drive th e h ardw are.
Tab le 1 on nex t p age sh ow s th e task s and th e interru p ts
ex ecu ted b y MCU1. Tab le 2 disp lay s th ose treated b y
MCU0. W e p rovide for each task and interru p t an
identifier u sed in th e follow ing section, a descrip tion and
th e ap p rop riate freq u ency .
Th e p recedence ru les th at sets an order on task s
ex ecu tion are dep icted as a grap h in F igu re 2. Th is order
is req u ired b y data dep endencies (edges mark ed w ith 1) or

3.1. About AADL
W e h ave decided to dep ict th is ap p lication in AAD L
(Arch itectu re Analy sis and D esign L angu age) b ecau se it
is a formal sp ecification of real-time emb edded, fau lttolerant, secu rely -p artitioned, dy namically -configu rab le
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T able 1 : M C U 1 task s and interrupts

I6

In A A D L , each component ty pe can b e characteriz ed
b y a set of properties. To inclu de the timing constraints in
ou r model, we added for each thread the period property
and the dispatch protocol that can b e either aperiodic,
sporadic or periodic. A n aperiodic task occu rs at arb itrary
times b u t can b e delay ed for a limited time, while a
sporadic one occu rs at irregu lar interv als with a
max imu m or minimu m period b etween two consecu tiv e
ex ecu tions. The properties of the components can b e
changed or ex tended in order to ref lect the u ser demands.
The inpu ts / ou tpu ts in P aparaz z i are managed as
aperiodic interru pts. U su ally , the av ionics software does
not su pport interru pts b ecau se the W C E T cannot b e
accu rately compu ted with the cu rrent techniq u es.
H owev er, we are not compelled to u se the static
schedu ling prov ided in the P aparaz z i C code. O ne may
consider the A A D L model, its tasks (inclu ding interru pts)
and its matching code in C sou rces b u t different
schedu ling and timing properties may b e ex perimented
according to ou r needs. This leads u s to define sev eral
models, from the simplest one to the most realistic one.
W e can b egin to work with the simpler configu ration
of the sy stem, assu ming that all tasks and interru pts are
periodic. Then, we may improv e ou r analy sis toward more
complex configu rations, close to the real application
b ehav ior. In the A A D L model, it is easily achiev ed b y
v ary ing the “ D ispatch_ P rotocol” property v alu e in the set:
“ periodic” , “ sporadic” and “ aperiodic” .
W e can also consider the preemption b etween tasks.
F or this pu rpose, we ex tended A A D L with a new
property , called “ P reemption” , only applicab le to the
threads. This property indicates the preemption ty pe that
may
be
one
of
“ S y stem_ P reemption” ,
“ Time_ S haring_ P reemption” or “ N on_ P reemptiv e” . W e
mu st also choose a preemptiv e schedu ling protocol for the
processor. This new property offers a framework for many
kind of stu dies inclu ding W C E T compu tation.

T able 2 : M C U 0 task s and interrupts
1
T4
T5

T3

1
T1

M C U1

2
T2

1

T13

T8

1

1

2

1 T6

M CU 0
T9

1
1

T11

T10

1

1
T7

2
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F ig u re 2 : Precedence Rules Graph
control dependencies (edges marked with 2). The dashed
arrows ref lect the precedence ru les v alid in manu al mode,
the plain arrows represent the precedence ru les in
au tomatic mode and the thick ones are v alid in b oth
modes. The white circles rev eal tasks ex ecu ted only in
manu al mode, the gray circles are tasks ex ecu ted in
au tomatic mode and the dark ones are ex ecu ted in b oth
modes.
In manu al mode, M C U 1 receiv es information from the
radio command (T1) and transmit it to M C U 0 (T2).
M C U 0 ex ecu tes T6 , T7 and T8 to analy z e radiocommand instru ctions, to perform stab iliz ation and to
retu rn the f light commands. Then T3 and T4 occu rs to
receiv e data from M C U 0 and send it to serv os. T4 enab les
the interru pt I1 to send information to the serv os. This
scenario persists as long as the sy stem stay s in this mode.
The au tomatic mode is activ ated b y a radio command
order or when the radio command is no more reachab le.
A A D L prov ides modes to record the sy stem operational
mode. V ariation in operational modes is triggered b y
ev ents.
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As an example of use of these different levels of
c omplexity , w e plan to experiment an approac h allow ing
the W C E T c omputation for a c omplete c y c le of the
applic ation. W e intend to b eg in our W C E T analy sis w ith
the b asic level w here w e w ill c onsider periodic task s and
periodic interrupts w ith no preemption, in order to define
a possib le sc hedule w ith the sc heduler.
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T 5
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T 4

ser v o _ t r ansm it

F igu re 3 : F ly -B y -W ir e P C G

S ourc e c ode, sc hematic s and doc umentation of the
P aparaz z i projec t [1 2 ] are freely released under the G N U
lic ense. T his sec tion explains our analy sis of P aparaz z i,
the transformation proc ess to ob tain P apaB enc h and the
c hang es req uired to c ompile the b enc hmark .

u ar t_ init

appr o aching

m o d em _ init
ad c_ init
spi_ init

4.1. System Instantiation and Restriction

nav ig atio n_ task

T he P aparaz z i distrib ution is only availab le for a
L inux environment b ut may b e c onfig ured for several
airc raft c onfig urations. As w e are not interested in the
details of the hardw are c ontrol, P apaB enc h is only b ound
to the default airc raft c onfig uration. It inc ludes a M C 3 0 3 0
radio-c ommand, a T w instar3 model-mak ing airc raft, the
flig ht plan used during the first E uropean M AV F lig ht
C ompetition held in B raunsc hw eig G ermany on J uly 1 3
2 0 0 4 and a c lassic g round station as desc rib ed in
sec tion 2 .
T he first g eneration of the emb edded sy stem enab les
us to save C header files, g enerated from X M L sourc es.
T hese X M L files c ontain the c onfig uration of the
airframe, the radio c ommands and the flig ht plan that
c onstitutes the mission. T hey mak e the P aparaz z i projec t
applic ab le to many different airc rafts and allow to realiz e
different flig ht plans. After the g eneration, w e saved the
g enerated header files and inc luded them in the
b enc hmark w ithout having to preserve the X M L sourc es.
T hen w e analy z ed the static sourc es and the g enerated
headers in order to c reate P apaB enc h. W e have exc luded
the sourc es of the g round station in c harg e of monitoring
the flig ht, display statistic s, prog ramming the mission and
g enerating the emb edded sy stem sourc es: they are
c omposed of a mixture of O C AM L and P erl prog rams not
really involved in the emb edded sy stem.

M o d em _ I nter r u pt io n
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r o ll_ pitch_ pid _ r u n
T 8
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u se_ g ps_ po s
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r ad io _ co ntr o l_ task

S PI _ I nter r u ptio n
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r eceiv e_ g ps_ d ata_ task

estim ato r _ u pd ate_ state_ g ps

inflig ht_ calib

estim ato r _ u pd ate_ ir _ estim

ir _ g ain_ calib

F igu re 4: Autopilot P C G
task is mark ed in a dark lab el.
In the Autopilot P C G , T 1 0 is c ourse_ pid_ run and
either nav_ home if the sy stem is in failsafe mode, or
nav_ update in automatic mode. T he dashed ellipses show
interrupts interfering w ith the exec ution of the sub sy stems
task s. O ne may notic e that some sub prog rams are not part
of any task : this c ode is only c alled at startup time and is
not involved in the sy stem exec ution during the flig ht.
4.3 . C omp ilation D etails
O ur ob jec tive w as to enab le a user to c ompile the
b enc hmark , w ithout the req uirement of the w hole
P aparaz z i
b uilding
environment,
for
different
arc hitec tures. U ntil now , w e have experimented the
c ompilation for P ow erP C and x8 6 arc hitec tures using the
G C C c ompiler suite b ut it should b e easy to adapt
P apaB enc h to other c onfig urations.
T o c ompile the b enc hmark , one must extrac t the
arc hive and edit the default c onfig uration files, in the
c onf/ direc tory , to c hang e the top direc tory path and the
c ompiler c ommand ac c ording to the targ et arc hitec ture.
A simple c all to mak e in the distrib ution top direc tory
should c ompile every thing .
It is important to mention that P apaB enc h inc ludes
headers files from the AV R C lib c lib rary projec t
c ontaining mac ros providing ac c ess to the AV R hardw are
reg isters lik e IO ports, timers, and so on. As the
b enc hmark does not targ et hardw are simulation, either the
hardw are reg isters only matter b y their temporal
properties, or they may b e simply c onsidered as simple
memory ac c esses.
As they are mapped to low addresses (b etw een 0 x2 0
and 0 x1 0 0 ), this mig ht b e impeding for some platforms
w here the addresses of interrupts vec tors appear at this
loc ation. F ortunately , w e c an g et rid of this prob lem b y
assig ning in the c ompilation flag s a c ompatib le value to

4.2 . M ap p ing th e A A D L M odel
U sing the O T AW A projec t [1 5 , 1 6 ], a framew ork to
experiment W C E T c omputations and b inary static
analy ses, w e have developed a prog ram g enerating the
P rog ram C all G raph (P C G ) of an exec utab le file and
some other statistic s ab out the exec uted b inaries.
T he P C G g ives a g eneral idea of the c omplexity of the
applic ation and it enab les the user to have a c lear view of
the func tion c all c hains w ithout reverting to the sourc es.
T hey also provide a map of the task s identified in the
log ic al analy sis of the sy stem to the matc hing
implementation in the C sourc es.
T he P C G of F ly -B y -W ire and Autopilot are represented
in F ig ures 3 and 4 respec tively . T he g rey ellipses
represent task implementation c ode. T he identifier of this
4

the SFR_OFFSET definition, which is the base of the
hardware reg ister addresses.

s e le c t
q u rt
m in v e r
m a tm u l
lu d c m p
lm s
j d fc in t
in s e r t s o r t
fir
fib c a ll
fft 1 k
fft 1
c rc
b s
s u s a n
q s o r t _ la r g e
q s o r t _ s m a ll
b it c o u n t
b a s ic m a t h _ la r g e
b a s ic m a t h _ s m a l
T 13
T 12
T 11
T 10
T 9
T 8
T 7
T 6
T 5
T 4
T 3
M I
T 2
T 1
B I

5. Comparison with Other Benchmarks
B enchm ark ing constitu tes a critical p art of the desig n
p rocess. A s real ap p lications are not easily av ailable to
researchers du e to the confidentiality criter ia su r rou nding
the indu str ial estate, real-tim e benchm ark s are rare and
often disconnected from the su r rou nding p articu larities of
real-tim e sy stem s. This section g iv es an ov er v iew of these
benchm ark s and com p are them to P ap aB ench.
5.1. Other Benchmarks
Real-tim e benchm ark s are u su ally a collection of
basic alg orithm s fou nd in real-tim e sy stem s.
M iB ench [7 ], for ex am p le is a set of 3 5 em bedded
ap p lications div ided into six su ites, each one targ eting a
sp ecific area of the em bedded m ark et. The six categ or ies
are 1 ) au tom otiv e and indu str ial control, 2 ) consu m er
dev ices, 3 ) office au tom ation, 4 ) network ing , 5) secu rity
and 6 )telecom m u nications. A ll the p rog ram s are av ailable
in standard C sou rce code and are p ortable to any
p latform that has com p iler su p p or t. Som e m odifications
has been m ade to the sou rce to p rom ote the p or tability of
the benchm ark and the ex tensibility of the data set. W here
ap p rop r iate, M iB ench p rov ides a sm all and larg e data set.
The sm all data set rep resents a lig ht-weig ht, u sefu l
em bedded ap p lication of the benchm ark , while the larg e
data set p rov ides a real-world ap p lication. This
benchm ark has m any sim ilarities to the EEM B C su ite as
described on their website [1 7 ] bu t M iB ench is com p osed
of freely av ailable sou rce code. W e only com p are the
categ or y (1 ) of M iB ench su ite with P ap aB ench becau se
other categ ories are not u sed in hard real-tim e sy stem s.
The SN U Real-Tim e B enchm ark s su ite [8 ], consists
of C sou rces collected from nu m erical calcu lation
p rog ram s and D SP alg orithm s as binar y search p rog ram ,
fast Fou rier transform , Fibonacci ser ies fu nction, inser tion
sor t, sq u are root calcu lation, m atrix m u ltip lication and
m any other p rog ram s. The benchm ark s hav e the following
stru ctu ral constraints: no u nconditional ju m p s, no ex it
from loop bodies, no 'switch' statem ent, no 'd o ...while '
constru ct, no m u ltip le ex p ressions joined by 'o r ', 'a n d '
op erations and no library calls. These restrictions are
cau sed by the lim ited cap abilities of the com p iler inv olv ed
in the ex p erim ental analy sis env ironm ent u sed by the
benchm ark creators.
The benchm ark s m entioned abov e are disconnected
from the su r rou nding p ar ticu larities of real tim e sy stem s.
Their fu nctions fou nd are ex ecu ted alone ou t of the
contex t of a real ap p lication. On the other hand,
P ap aB ench task s are em bedded in a real sy stem with hard
tim ing constraints. This featu re allows the analy sis of
effects of task s on the ex ecu tion of other ones. It is
wor thy to u se su ch an ap p lication becau se of its
sim ilarities with the indu str ial real-tim e ap p lications.

O th e rs

S N U R -T
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F ig u re 5: In str u ctio n r e p a r titio n
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T ab le 3 : S ta tistics
5.2 . C o d e C haracteristics
W e hav e u sed the OTA W A fram ework to characteriz e
the P ap aB ench code as well as M iB ench and SN U R-T
codes. Tables 3 g iv es, for each benchm ark , the branching
rate, the m em or y access rate, the av erag e siz e and the
m ax im u m siz e of basic block s. Fig u re 5 p rov ides, for each
task of the benchm ark s, the rate of m em ory accesses
(black area), of branching instr u ctions (g ray area) and of
other instru ctions.
First, we can see that P ap aB ench has sm all basic
block s ex cep t for T1 and T9 where the m ax im u m siz e of
basic block s is 1 3 7 and 1 1 0 resp ectiv ely : it seem s that the
radio m anag em ent and G P S data analy sis req u ire a lot of
com p u tations. SN U RT fu nctions also hav e sm all basic
block s ex cep t for jdfcint and M iB ench_A u tom otiv e has
big basic block s for the m ajority of its task s : M iB ench is
too m u ch oriented toward com p u tations u nlik e the other
benchm ark s.
W e fou nd a hig h lev el rate of m em or y accesses in the
three benchm ark s which reflects the im p ortance of the
m em ory hierarchy analy ses in the W C ET com p u tation.
W hile, in case of P ap aB ench, it is cau sed by lots of
hardware reg ister accesses, other benchm ark s seem to
hav e a too big m em ory foot p rint.
To su m u p , P ap aB ench has som e sim ilar ities with
other real-tim e benchm ark s as they all hav e close m em ory
access and branching rates. This also confir m s that these
benchm ark s are close to real ap p lications. N ex t section
will show that differences ex ist and these statistics are not
5

av ailable d ue to the confid entiality criteria s urround ing
the ind us trial es tate. In this p ap er, w e introd uced
P ap aB ench is a comp lete real-time embed d ed ap p lication
d eriv ed from a real ap p lication us ed to control a U A V .
T his p rominent feature makes it mos tly us eful in W C E T
and s ched uling analy s es and uniq ue among the other
ex is ting benchmarks . W e hav e giv en a w hole d es crip tion
from the s y s tem p oint of v iew , us ing an A A D L mod el,
and an ins truction lev el analy s is . W e hav e als o comp ared
it w ith ex is ting real-time benchmarks to d enote
s imilarities and ad v antages that makes it us eful and
uniq ue in W C E T comp utation d omain.
In the near future, w e p lan, to p erform new analy s es of
the P ap aB ench A A D L mod el: w e w ill cons id er tw o lev els
of comp lex ity , for the p eriod icity of tas ks and interrup ts .
T hes e res trictions w ill be us ed to v alid ate a W C E T
comp utation ap p roach bas ed on the w hole ap p lication
cy cle. N ote that P ap aB ench s ources and A A D L mod el are
http ://w w w .irit.fr/recherches /A R C H I/
av ailable
at
M A R C H /rubriq ue.p hp 3 ? id _ rubriq ue= 2 2 .
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F ig u r e 6 : L oop C om p le x ity A n a ly s is
enough to characterize a benchmark.
5.3. Loop Complexity
C F G and s y ntactic tree rep res entations are not enough
for s tatic W C E T comp utation s ince they d on't id entify
bound ed ex ecution p aths . H ence thes e rep res entations
hav e to be comp leted by s ome information to res train the
number of ex ecutable p aths to cons id er in the analy s is . In
this p aragrap h, w e d is cus s the P ap aB ench loop
comp lex ity and comp ares it w ith the other benchmarks .
G rap h (a) of F igure 6 d is p lay s for each benchmark, the
loop s rep artition among 5 nes ted lev els . T he d arker
column rep res ents top lev el loop s counts and the columns
get brighter as the lev el is d eep er. M oreov er, grap h (b)
ref lects the v ariability lev el of loop s max imum iteration
numbers . W e d is tributed benchmarks loop s ov er three
lev els : 1 ) for loop s w ith fix ed iteration number, 2 ) for
loop s w ith little v ariation in the iteration number
(d ep end ing on p arameters w ith a cons tant d uring the
function call) and 3 ) for loop s w ith high v ariability d egree
(ind uced by loop s nes ting w ith an inner loop bound
d ep end ing on the outer loop ind uction v ariable).
T he loop s encountered in P ap aB ench are mos tly for
loop s , w e hav e only tw o w h ile s tatements . T he for loop s
max imum iteration number is fix ed but the w h ile loop s
analy s es giv es a max imum iteration number of 0 or 1 .
T hus , w e mos tly d o not hav e v ariations in loop bound s .
M oreov er, w e can notice that P ap aB ench loop s are s imp le
w ith no nes ting as s how n in grap h (a). O n the other hand ,
M iB ench and S N U -R T benchmarks contain d ifferent
nes ting lev els of loop s w ith v ariable iteration numbers .
A high lev el of v ariability makes W C E T analy s es more
comp licated or increas es the ap p rox imation p es s imis m
s ince the us er hav e to p rov id e an up p er bound of loop s
iterations . If the loop bound is not rep res ented in a fine
w ay (as cons tants for ex amp le), the real number of
iteration may be ov er-es timated d ue to loop s nes ting and
the v ariability of loop s bound s . H ow ev er, the P ap aB ench
cas e and our ex p erience in av ionics s oftw are s how that w e
hav e more often s imp le loop s w ith a fix ed number of
iterations . T his makes W C E T calculation accurate and
clos er to the real W C E T . In the other hand , it s eems that
other benchmarks ex hibit ov er-comp licated p rogram
s tructures .
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